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Abstract 

 

Among modern musicological studies on medieval liturgical chant there are very few 

discussions of liturgical chant in nunneries. This may be simply because of neglect or lack of 

interest, not to mention prejudice; on the other hand, as far as nunnery culture is concerned, 

the historical record, both for the early Middle Ages but also for later periods right up to the 

Reformation, remains thinner than for male monasteries. However, the reasons for this 

paucity of information are manifold. Manuscript studies of Wienhausen, Klosterarchiv, Hs. 

34.b may provide some aspects by which we would make sense of the medieval chant 

tradition in nunneries. In this thesis all questions cannot be answered entirely. The main 

purpose here is to investigate W34b’s contents: what is the chant tradition in W34b? 
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Preface 

 

 Although I have been studying early western music history for six years in China and 
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way. 
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manuscript studies, and introduced me to some creative ideas I had never heard of. Dr. Ulrike 

Hascher-Burger was quite patient to teach me lots of professional skills on codicology and 

paleography, and recommended to me the present research topic of this thesis. I also need to 

thank my previous supervisor in China, Prof. Yongqi Peng. His encouragement has always 

strengthened my spirit. 

 Finally, many thanks for my husband and parents. All your supports forced me to pursue 

my goal. This thesis will be a good gift to you all. 

 Leaves me now to wish the readers a pleasant reading. 

Xuefei Liang 
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Introduction 

 

 Among modern musicological studies on medieval liturgical chant there are very few 

discussions of liturgical chant in nunneries. This may be simply because of neglect or lack of 

interest, not to mention prejudice; on the other hand, as far as nunnery culture is concerned, 

the historical record, both for the early Middle Ages but also for later periods right up to the 

Reformation, remains thinner than for male monasteries. Nunneries in Northern Germany are 

also much less investigated than their Southern German counterparts.1 Only recently have 

scholars begun to focus more specifically on aspects of liturgical life at nunneries in Northern 

Germany.2  

With the financial support of several important contemporary institutions such as the 

Klosterkammer Hannover and the Stiftung Niedersachsen, the research project, “Musik in 

Handschriften der Lüneburger Frauenklöster,” was initiated by Ulrike Hascher-Burger and 

Ulrike Volkhardt3 in Germany from 2007 until 2008. This project focused on the music and 

musical manuscripts from the so-called “Lüneburger Frauenklöster” or “Heideklöster”4 

which are clustered on the Lüneburger Heide in Northern Germany and are six medieval 

                                                        
1 For general references to nunnery’s history see McNamara 1996 and Hamburger 2008, to German religion 
during the late Middle Ages see Scribner 2001, to medieval nun’s art see Hamburger 1997 and to nun’s art in late 
medieval Germany see Hamburger 1998. 
 
2 For instance Eva Schlotheuber, Klostereintritt und Bildung. Die Lebenswelt der Nonnen im späten Mittelalter. 
Mit einer Edition des 'Konventtagebuchs' einer Zisterzienserin vom Heilig-Kreuz bei Braunschweig (1484-1507), 
Tübingen 2004. [Spätmittelalter und Reformation Neue Reihe 24]. A dissertation on the choirbook of the 
nunnery in Preetz is being prepared by Alison Altstatt at this moment at Erlangen University, under the 
supervision of Prof. Lori Kruckenberg, University of Oregon. 
 
3 Ulrike Hascher-Burger is an external researcher of OGC at Utrecht University, for her personal information see 
<http://ulrikehascher-burger.blogspot.com>; Ulrike Volkhardt is a professor for recorder at Folkwang 
Hochschule Essen in Germany, for her personal information see <http://www.ulrikevolkhardt.de/index.html>. 
 
4 These comprise six nunneries in Ebstorf, Isenhagen, Lüne, Medingen, Walsrode and Wienhausen. See Figure 1 
below. 
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nunneries whose buildings survived virtually intact into modern times. In 2008, six CD 

albums5 as well as an inventory of the manuscripts surviving in the Lüneburger Frauenklöster, 

Verborgene Klänge, were published.6 This inventory provides a comprehensive introduction, 

descriptions of the relevant manuscripts, and lists of chant incipits, producing a valuable 

foundation and a reference point for further research on the chant tradition of the Lüneburger 

Frauenklöster. To be sure, however, many more investigations need to be carried out to shed 

further light on the chant traditions in such special circumstances as prevailed in female 

monasteries, which remain mysterious and little known among the modern scholarly public. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
5 Danck unde Loff. Musik aus dem Kloster Wienhausen. Ensemble Devotio Moderna. CANTATE C 58037; God 
sy gelovet / God shall be praised. Musik aus dem Kloster Lüne / Music from Lüne Convent. Ensemble Devotio 
Moderna. CANTATE C 58032; Herre, unser Herrscher / Lord our Lord. Musik aus dem Kloster Isenhagen / 
Music from Isenhagen Convent. Ensemble Devotio Moderna. CANTATE C 58036; Loff unde ere / Praise and 
Glory. Musik aus dem Kloster Medingen / Music from Medingen Convent. Ensemble Devotio Moderna. 
CANTATE C 58033; Vorlehn uns freden gnediglich / Grant us peace mercifully. Musik aus dem Kloster 
Walsrode / Music from Walsrode Convent. Ensemble Devotio Moderna. CANTATE C 58035; Wy wullen alle 
vrolick syn / We all want to be joyful. Musik aus dem Kloster Ebstorf / Music from Ebstorf Convent. Ensemble 
Devotio Moderna. CANTATE C 58034. See Ulrike Hascher-Burger and Martin van Schaik, ed., “Klankbord. 
Newsletter for Ancient and Medieval Music” Issue 6 (Spring 2009), 
<http://www.klankbordsite.nl/indexENG.htm> (accessed 1 June, 2009). 
 
6 Hascher-Burger 2008. Hascher-Burger will publish several more articles based on this research project in 2009 
and 2010. 
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Figure 1: The distribution of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster in Northern Germany 

 

 

 Most research on the chant repertory is based on a thorough knowledge of the manuscript 

materials. The growing numbers of facsimile editions of the chantbooks attest to the vigor of 

manuscript studies7 and at the same time suggest that further research in the area of chant 

repertory will profit from further manuscript studies, thus enhancing our understanding of the 

various chant subtraditions. If it may be said that manuscript studies have always been the 

holy grail of medieval studies, then manuscript studies remain an indispensable key towards 

furthering our knowledge of chant in the Middle Ages. 

                                                        
7 Some recent publications include: Czernin, Martin. Linz, Upper Austrian State Library (olim Bundesstaatliche 
Studienbibliothek) Codex 290 (183). Ottawa: The Institute of Medieval Music, 2006; Colette, Marie-Noëlle and 
Gousset, Marie-Thérèse. Tropaire séquentiaire prosaire prosulaire de Moissac: (troisième quart du XIe siècle) 
Manuscrit Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, n.a.l. 1871. Paris: Société française de musicology, 2006; 
Rankin, Susan. Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, Ms. 473. The Winchester Troper. London: Stainer & Bell, 
2007. More publications on chant editions and studies see the annual report of liturgical chant bibliography from 
Journal Plainsong & Medieval Music. 
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The source I have singled out for my thesis is Wienhausen, Klosterarchiv, Hs. 34. b 

(W34b). It is a fragment from a late medieval liturgical chantbook of a moderate and informal 

kind. Since it was discovered at Kloster Wienhausen in 1953, it has not been examined in 

detail.8 Limited information about it is provided in Heinrich Sievers’s report and Ulrike 

Hascher-Burger’s catalogue, including a simple codicological description and a list of the 

chant incipits. A great number of questions have remained, however. For instance: what was 

the function of W34b in the Wienhausen nunnery? What were its contents, inasmuch as we 

can reconstruct them? How, when and why was it produced? What conclusions can we derive 

from such evidence? What is the manuscript’s historical significance? And so forth. Not all of 

these questions can be answered in full in my thesis. The main purpose here is to investigate 

W34b’s contents: what is the chant tradition that we find reflected in W34b? 

In order to gain a clearer sense of W34b per se and its historical, social and cultural 

context, in the first instance a thorough codicological examination of the manuscript will be 

necessary. This should yield some basic data, which might suggest further avenues of research 

concerning this source. 

 

Konrad Maier and Wolfgang Brandis have done much work on the history of Kloster 

Wienhausen.9 Kloster Wienhausen was initially founded in nearby Nienhagen in 1221. Ten 

years later, it was moved to its present site in Wienhausen, supposedly because the marshy 

                                                        
8 The first preliminary report about the music manuscript findings at the Kloster Wienhausen in 1953 was made 
by German musicologist Heinrich Sievers in Wienhausen/Hannover in 1954. See Sievers 1954. He gave some 
brief descriptions for each music manuscript, including W34b. This unpublished report is preserved in 
Wienhausen Klosterarchiv now. 
 
9 Maier 2001. For further references see Kloster Wienhausen, <www.wienhausen.de/allgemeines> (accessed 2 
February, 2009) and Appuhn 1968. 
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grounds had led to excessive plagues caused by mosquitoes. Agnes of Landsberg10 

(1211-1248) was the founder and donor of the Kloster Wienhausen. According to the earliest 

documented reference preserved in the Wienhausen Klosterarchiv today and signed by Bishop 

Konrad II of Hildesheim (ruled from 1221 to 1246), the nunnery’s establishment was 

confirmed in 1233 at Agnes’s request by Bishop Konrad II, who had jurisdiction in 

Wienhausen and provided much support for the nunnery both economically and spiritually.  

In 1244 Duke Otto (1204-1252), Agnes’s nephew and the first duke of Braunschweig-   

Lüneburg, the heartland of the Guelph territory, made a formal application for the inclusion of 

Wienhausen into the Cistercian order. It is unknown if this request was approved officially 

because no official document answering this question has survived. According to what Maier 

mentioned, the Kloster Wienhausen was to become a subsidiary of the Cistercian monastery 

in Riddagshausen.11 Most scholars today agree that the Kloster Wienhausen followed 

Cistercian customs but it was likely not formally incorporated into the order.12 

From the beginning, the Kloster Wienhausen was well endowed with goods and income 

because of the special patronage of Agnes as well as other members of the Guelph family and 

local nobility. Until the middle of the fifteenth century the nunnery developed well in terms of 

its material and cultural wealth. But after 1469 the nunnery entered a gradual decline because 

Duke Otto of Braunschweig-Lüneburg enforced monastic reform based on the model of the 

                                                        
10 Agnes was a daughter of Konrad of Landsberg (1159-1210), Margrave of Lusatia, and was the second wife of 
Duke Henry of Saxony (1173-1227), Count Palatine near Rhine, the elder son of Henry the Lion (1129-1195). 
She also participated in the founding of the Kloster Isenhagen in 1243. See Maier 2001, p. 6-8 and 
<http://monasticmatrix.org/monasticon/index.php?function=detail&id=1391>  
<http://monasticmatrix.org/monasticon/?function=detail&id=1386> (accessed 28 May, 2009). 
 
11 Maier 2001, p. 8. 
 
12 There are three Cistercian nunneries among the Lüneburger Frauenklöster, Medingen, Isenhagen and 
Wienhausen. The other three followed Benedictine rules. 
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Dutch Windesheim Congregation and strict observance of Cistercian practice was required. 

The abbess was dismissed and sent to the reformed convent in Derenburg in central Germany 

while all personal items belonging to the nuns were confiscated. In the sixteenth century, 

Duke Ernest of Braunschweig- Lüneburg (1497-1546) promoted the Lutheran Reformation. 

Despite the serious opposition of the entire community, the nunnery was transformed into a 

Lutheran establishment in 1531 under threat from the Duke to demolish most of the nunnery’s 

buildings, and confiscation of the provost’s property. After the Lutheran Reformation, the 

Kloster Wienhausen was gradually transformed into a secular Protestant women’s home. The 

last pre-Reformation abbess died in 1587, although the habits of the Cistercian order were 

completely done away only as late as the beginning of the seventeenth century. As Brandis 

mentioned, very few written sources exist that would inform us about the spiritual life in the 

Kloster Wienhausen after the Reformation.13 

 

 Studying the developmental background of Kloster Wienhausen will be of benefit in 

understanding the medieval cultural context, including the music manuscripts, which in 

particular need specific attention and professional investigative methods to provide material 

for a systematic reconstruction of the tradition they emanated from. 

The starting point for considering the chant tradition that spawned W34b must consist in 

gathering as much evidence as possible. To begin with, a codicological investigation will be 

executed to interpret W34b’s physical aspects, and a detailed description of its external 

                                                        
13 Maier 2001, p. 10-12. Nowadays Kloster Wienhausen comprises an abbess and twelve members. Besides the 
continuation of the spiritual and religious tradition of a Christian community, their main task is to look after rare 
medieval art treasures, the valuable tapestries, buildings and furnishings, wall paintings, and devotional 
instruments. Kloster Wienhausen today has become a place of interest and, indeed, pilgrimage for thousands of 
visitors interested in medieval Christian art. See the official website <www.kloster-wienhausen.de>. 
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features will be provided. Secondly, a complete transcription of W34b with editorial 

commentary will be given. Lastly, a textual analysis of W34b’s content will be done to map 

the various chant genres involved and their transmission patterns. This will enable us to 

reconstruct certain of aspects of the chant tradition of the Wienhausen nunnery, as reflected in 

W34b, to a significant extent. The evidence accumulated will help to make possible an 

informed judgment about the source and allow us to shed new light on its background. 

Regarding the question “What was the chant tradition in the western female monasteries 

in the Middle Ages”, there is no scholarly discourse yet, at least not in the musicological field. 

My thesis, to a certain extent, attempts to improve this state of affairs by making a female 

monastery — Kloster Wienhausen — the focus of musicological debate, and to introduce a 

chant tradition into the general map of the medieval chant traditions, which so far has been 

insufficiently represented in the literature of early western music history. 
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Chapter 1: A codicological investigation of W34b 

 

1.1 General information 

 

In 1953, around 1000 objects were unexpectedly discovered during a renovation of the 

floorboards of the choir stalls of the Kloster Wienhausen. Several small devotional images 

were found along with small handheld looms, thimbles, amulets, spindles, pilgrim’s badges, 

knives, brushes, slate pencils, wax boards for writing, several pairs and parts of eyeglasses, 

small devotional pictures and some chantbooks.14 W34b is one of those. Heinrich Sievers, the 

musicologist and paleographer, firstly took on the work of dealing with the music 

manuscripts.15 They are informal full manuscripts or fragments. Each needed to be examined 

and investigated from a paleographical, musicological, codicological, and liturgical angle. 

Sievers gave first signatures to the manuscripts simply by using the alphabet letters from A to 

N. W34b was originally a part of manuscript H (1954). Afterwards the signature H was 

changed three times by the librarian of the Klosterarchiv, Wolfgang Brandis, first to Hs. M5, 

then KB30, and eventually to Hs. 34. In 2008 the current signatures were assigned by 

Wolfgang Brandis and Ulrike Hascher-Burger. According to the structure and paleographical 

features of Hs. 34, three signatures were assigned to the original convolute: Wienhausen, 

Klosterarchiv, Hs. 34. a (henceforth: W34a), Wienhausen, Klosterarchiv, Hs. 34. b (henceforth: 

W34b) and Wienhausen, Klosterarchiv, Hs. 34. Einband (henceforth: W34E). 

                                                        
14 Now these objects are being preserved in the Convent Museum and Klosterarchiv in Wienhausen. For further 
information see Maier 2001, p. 23-24 and 
<http://www.antiquespectacles.com/topics/wienhausen/wienhausen.htm> (accessed 2 November, 2008). 
 
15 For his detailed work report see Sievers 1954. 
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At present, W34b remains part of manuscript W34, which is owned in its entirety by the 

Wienhausen Klosterarchiv. W34 is a liturgical chantbook with staff notation and Latin text 

throughout. It is a Gothic notated liturgical manuscript probably intended for the use of the 

female monastic communities. The historical context of this manuscript is not clear, nor can 

we be certain whether this manuscript originally belonged to Kloster Wienhausen or was 

imported from somewhere else. But because it was discovered in the choir of the Kloster 

Wienhausen, there is a good likelihood that it was a chantbook related to the Wienhausen 

nuns’ daily use. As is visible at first glance, W34 was produced in an informal style and has a 

relatively unadorned appearance and unordered layout. On paleographical grounds one can 

suggest a preliminary (and very rough) dating, in the fifteenth and sixteenth century.16 There 

are seventeen parchment bifolios with a parchment cover.17  

W34a (fol. 1-13) is the first part of W34 and contains ninety-three responsories and 

verses for several liturgical occasions, according to the visible rubrics, including the 

Purification (Feb. 2), Palm Sunday, Corpus Christi, the Dedication of a Church, and the 

Assumption of the Virgin Mary (Aug. 15).18 W34b (fol. 14-17) contains four chants for 

Easter.19 The parchment cover used for the binding of W34a and W34b is W34E. It is 

actually a single folio and preserves eleven Office chants and their verses for the feast of St. 

                                                        
16 Sievers 1954; Hascher-Burger 2008, p. 115. 
 
17 The crude binding seems to be medieval. The cover is connected by thread with W34a. W34b is loose, but 
short thread are left there connecting the bifolios of W34b to each other. 
 
18 Hascher-Burger 2008, pp. 114-115. 
 
19 Ibid., pp. 115-116. However, the information of the chants given by Hascher-Burger is not entirely complete. 
Fol. 16v has a further chant, the Crucifixum in carne. 
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Michael (Sept. 29).20 

 

1.2 The physical appearance 

 

The dimensions of W34b are 205 x 150 mm. The writing block measures 150 x 105 mm. 

The disposition on a page is 6 or 7 four-line staves plus text written in single columns. The 

visible prickings are unusual. (for details, see below) The ruling is visible, and the ruled frame 

consists of single vertical lines and single horizontal lines.21 The foliation is in modern 

Arabic numerals at the upper right-hand corner, and is written in pencil. The script of the text 

is mainly a Gothic textualis, with Gothic cursive interspersed. The initials are Lombard capital 

letters in red; only one initial, the first beginning letter of the first chant Cum rex glorie, is 

decorated with some kind of fleuronnée. The musical notation is written in Gothic neume 

notation (with Lorraine influences) on four-line staves.22 

                                                        
20 Ibid., p. 116. 

 
21 For the details about pricking and ruling see section 1.4. 
 
22 Hascher-Burger 2008, p. 116. 
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Plate 1: Wienhausen, Klosterarchiv, Hs. 34. b, fol. 14v and 15r 
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W34b is in a good state of preservation and all information on it is clearly legible. There 

are almost no damages but an unclear cut23 emerges on the edge of fol. 16. There are several 

small instances of water damage in brown at the outer margins of all folios. These damages do 

not, however, impact the text itself.  

One peculiarity of W34b is that lots of visible but uncommonly ambiguous vertical lines 

occur on each folio throughout the text, and some unclear texts in vertical order coincide with 

the pattern of those vertical lines. These marks are clearly visible below the present writing24 

suggesting that W34b is a palimpsest.25 One folio in the previous state becomes one bifolio in 

the present state.26 The Figure below shows the parchment’s previous and present states. 

 

Figure 2: The previous stand and present state of parchment in W34b 

 

 

 

                                               Present state 

                     Previous state                Present state 

                     Previous state 

 

Two distinctive writings appear on fol. 14v and 17r/v. They hold the different colours of 

ink and different scripts. On fol. 14v, corrections were made to the neumes occurring from the 

                                                        
23 There are some tiny holes at the edge. They seem to be marks made by sewing. 
 
24 The same applies to W34a. 
 
25 According to Hascher-Burger 2008, no other sources of the Kloster Wienhausen are palimpsests, but in other 
Lüneburger nunneries there are some. 
 
26 With the help of UV lamp, the previous state on all folios can be read that the all staff lines were built with 
clefs (c-clef and f-clef) and red f-line. The texts were written below the staff lines. But no musical notation can 
be found throughout. It may imply that these folios came from unfinished writing work. It is unknown what the 
original texts were and why they were not finished. Further detailed investigations need to be done to decode 
those texts for finding out the reason. 
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end of line 2 to line 5. The previous writing was erased, but remains visible to the naked eye 

in quite a pale shade. On fol. 17r, new handwriting and ink were used to write down the last 

chant. The script is much sharper written by dark ink.  

 

1.3 The structure 

 

W34a and W34b consist of two quires. They can be described as: VII+2-113 + II17. The 

structure of W34 in its entirety can be formulated as seen below: 

 

Figure 3: The codicological structure of W34 

Cover_a  1    2    3    4    5     6     7   8a     8 9 10 11  12 13 14  15  16   17  Cover_b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the Figure shows, W34b consists of two parchment bifolios. It seems an insert into 

W34a. By examining the binding carefully, it can be confirmed that W34b is an addition to 

W34a. The last leaf of W34a preserves binding holes for W34b, which are obviously new 

binding holes appearing in a different place compared with its own binding, and definitely 

coinciding with the binding holes on W34b. Therefore, W34b must at some point have been 

connected with W34a.  

Moreover, some other clues need to be considered. The folio size of W34b (205 x 150 

mm) in its entirety is somewhat smaller than W34a (215 x 160 mm). W34b begins with a new 

chant on the first recto of the quire (fol. 14r), instead of continuing from W34a (fol. 13v), 

6a 
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although a blank staff line remains at the page bottom there. Conversely, at the end of W34b 

(fol. 17v), besides two text lines of writing for the chant ending, most area of the leaf is 

entirely blank without both text and ruling line. Secondly, the decoration style of the initial, 

with some kind of fleuronnée, on fol. 14r in W34b never occurs in W34a. The content in 

W34b can be considered complete, including four chants for Easter. It emanates from this that 

the likelihood is great that W34b was conceived, and probably used for a while, as an 

independent fascicle, subsequently joined together with W34a and W34E to form the present 

W34. 

Finally, the color of the parchments of the internal bifolio fol. 15 and 16 is lighter than 

that of the external bifolio fol. 14 and 17.In particular, the first folio fol. 14r is quite dark. It 

may therefore be presumed that W34b was originally prepared as an independent, loose quire, 

perhaps to be inserted into another manuscript now lost, or more likely kept in a loose stack of 

manuscript materials, and that only later it was added to W34a. W34E, as a cover of W34a 

and W34b, did not connect with W34b, but was originally connected with W34a by binding. 

Therefore, W34b was almost certainly independent before it was bound into W34. 

 

1.4 Pricking and ruling 

 

Standard prickings that would match the ruling pattern visible in W34b cannot be found 

in the margins of the folios. Perhaps they were trimmed. But there are lots of unusual 

prickings found at the lower margin of the fols. 15 and 16. These prickings are regular 

horizontal prickings at the edge of the lower margin.27 They by no means served the purpose 

of ruling the sheet for the present text. As mentioned above, W34b is a palimpsest, and it 

could therefore be supposed that these prickings were intended for the ruling of the previous 

text writing. The bifolio 15 -16 might have been prepared for the use in another manuscript 
                                                        
27 Each space between two pricking holes is 7mm. 
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before its re-use in W34b. The unusual prickings basically coincide with the lines of the 

previous writing in the principle of each pricking hole for two lines of four-line staves. 

Although these kinds of prickings are not found in the bifolio fol. 14 – 17, the ambiguous 

previous lines could suggest that they existed at some point, and might have been cut off.  

With regard to the normal pricking and ruling in palimpsest, it is not easy to conclude 

how they were made to form the leaves. The ruling appears with single vertical lines and 

single horizontal lines in lead point for a single-column. According to the ruling types 

categorized by Deroloz,28 this is one of basic ruling types, types normaux à deux lignes 

verticales. Its figure is: 

 

Figure 4: The pattern of ruling 

   
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

   
 

Two single, parallel horizontal lines determine the full width of the writing block, and two 

vertical lines its full height. The entire pattern of ruling is not uniform. The number of 

horizontal ruling line is different on each leaf, see the Table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
28 Deroloz 1984, pp. 15-17. 
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Table 1: The distribution of ruling line and text line on each folio in W34b 

Fol. Number of horizontal ruling line Number of text line 

14r 31 6 

14v 31 6 

15r 36 7 

15v 34 7 

16r 34 7 

16v 35 7 

17r 31 6 

17v 9 2 

 

The number of text lines (including word and staff) is different on each leaf as well. It seems 

that the pattern of ruling has the common quality on the same bifolio, but they are not uniform 

throughout. A systematic procedure of pricking and ruling would result in a uniform format; 

at the very least, the two sides of each folio would have to share the same format due to the 

uniform pricking. By examining each folio of W34b, it is obvious that the ruling lines and 

writing of text on both sides of each folio are not coincident with each other. It can therefore 

be conjectured that no systematic pricking was used for W34b in its pre-palimpsest state at all. 

Rather, the ruling may have been done ad hoc, and approximately, folio by folio, or bifolio by 

bifolio, rather than being done together. 

From the ending of ruling lines and the space between lines, it is preliminarily judged 

that the ruling did not use the rastrum. The general disposition of text line is that each text line 

uses a set of five ruling lines, one for word and the other four for the staff. The first text line 

on fol. 14r, 14v, 17r and 17v consists of a top horizontal ruling line, a four-line staff and a 

word line. The lowest single horizontal ruling line of each folio is used for the word, see the 

Figure below.  
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 Figure 5: The pattern of ruling line for top text line and bottom text line on fol. 14r, 14v 

and 17r 

   
 
 

 
 

AAAAAAAAAAAA  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

AAAAAAAAAAAA  

 

   
 

The writing practice is put in below the top line on all folios. But the disposition of ruling 

lines on fol. 15v, 16r, 16v and 17v are different. Because of the difference in ruling patterns, 

the top horizontal ruling lines are used as one top line of a four-line staff instead of an 

individual ruling line. Moreover, there should be a set of four-line staff above the lowest 

horizontal ruling line, but on fol. 15v and 16r, there exists only a three-line staff there.  

 

 Figure 6: The pattern of ruling line for top text line and bottom text line on fol. 15v and 

16r 
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All of these indicate, to some extent, the impossibility of the employment of the rastrum in the 
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ruling, and writing plan is optional. 

 

1.5 Decoration 

 

The appearance of W34b is plain. No decorations, let alone illuminations are found in 

the text. Only the initials are decorated in colour or simple ornament to clarify the chant’s 

structure. According to the type and the size of initials used in W34b, three levels of 

highlighting can be distinguished.  

The first level is a flourished initial on fol. 14r, as Figure 7 shows. 

 

Figure 7: The beginning initial of W34b 

 

 

It appears only once, at the beginning of W34b with simple fleuronnée in red and blue. It is 

the biggest initial among those in W34b.  

The second level of decoration consists of Lombard capital letters, which are executed as 

mid- size letters in red ink. Sixteen Lombard capital letters were employed to indicate the 

beginnings of individual chants or the beginnings of the verses. 

The third level is a plain initial, which consists of a normal capital with a little red stroke 

on it. Three of these plain initials are used, showing either the beginnings of the phrases of a 

chant or the beginnings of the verses. 

As Derolez said, “initials not only contribute to the beauty of a book, they also had the 
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essential function of underlining the structure of its text.”29 The latter is borne out in full by 

the three types of initials used in W34b. On the other hand, all the four chants in W34b are for 

Easter. The systematic highlighting arrangement of initials therefore perhaps indicates the 

position of the chants in the liturgy. The flourished initial may fulfil the function of indicating 

the beginning of a fascicle-manuscript of liturgical chants for Easter.30 

 

1.6 Scripts and scribes 

1.6.1The text scripts 

 

Three text scripts can be distinguished in W34b. I shall hypothesize preliminarily that 

three text scripts (t1, t2, t3) were engaged in the writing. Obvious distinctions in terms of the 

colour of ink and the appearance of handwriting permit the clear division of the different 

scripts. t1 is the main script. t2 added the correction on fol. 14v. t3 is responsible for the last 

chant entered on fol. 17r and 17v. t1 and t3 used a Gothic textualis; t2 wrote in Gothic cursive. 

Text script t1 wrote the text for the three chants Cum rex glorie, Salve festa dies, and 

Crucifixum in carne. Most of the text is faded. Following Derolez, the script of t1 can be 

classified as a Textus Quadratus.31  

 

 

 

                                                        
29 Derolez 2003, p.41. 
 
30 The term “fascicle-manuscript’’ is borrowed from Charles Hamm. See Hamm 1962. He defined that 
“‘fascicle’ because they are similar in size to the fascicles with make up the larger complex manuscripts and 
because they were sometimes bound into these manuscripts as fascicles, ‘manuscript’ because they were 
originally separate, self-contained collections of music.” These features seem to be applicable to the state of 
W34b. 
 
31 Derolez gives the four categories of Textualis: Textus Quadratus, Textus Praescissus, Textus Semiquadratus 
and Textus Rotundus. More detailed description of Textus Quadratus see Derolez 2003, pp. 74-75; Bischoff 1990, 
p. 134. 
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Figure 8: The handwriting of text script t1 

 

 

The calligraphic form of t1 was narrow and vertical with rhythmic alternation of bold 

strokes and hairlines. The style of t1’s ductus was uniform. A letter basically presented the 

identical appearance in any place in the context. Minims were given a quadrangle at both the 

headline and the baseline. The quadrangles touched each other at their lateral points when 

several minims occurred in sequence, and thus created two highly conspicuous horizontal 

rows of similar forms, one at the headline, and the other at the baseline. The owner of script t1 

did not make any corrections for writing the text. Some features of t1 are summarized below. 

1) The script uses exclusively a normal, double-bow letter a. The closing stroke of the 

upper bow of a is a hairline, as showed in Figure 8 above. 

2) The tops of the ascenders of letter b, h, and l are formed by strokes from the left. 

3) The f and the straight s stand on the line and have no descenders. 

4) The round s is used at the end of words. Sometimes a superscript s appears at the end 

of the words. 

5) The sloping d is used, and usually is fused with the succeeding letter e and o. 

6) Other fusions include de, do, and pp. 

7) The round r is used after o, and occasionally after a, u, and e. 

8) A hairline appears at the top of the letters, r, s, and i. It also appears at the bottom of s, 

as showed in Figure 8 above. 

9) The ligatures include ci, cu, cr, ct, and st. 

10) The m in the final position of a word is used sometimes by a sign in the shape of 

3-figure. (fol. 16v, line 3) 
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11) Once there is found a double ii without dot (fol. 16r, line 5) 

12) Once a letter y is found with a dot above (fol. 16r, line 7) 

 

The Gothic cursive script belongs to a correcting hand t2 that appears exclusively on fol. 

14v, line 5. Only four letters were written down, luia, which is the second half of “alleluia”. In 

chant sources, usually the five vowels “aevia” suffice to represent “alleluia”. It is therefore 

uncommon for t2 to write the word. The extremely small handwriting sample of t2 is 

insufficient to allow a precise interpretation about this script. Judging from the appearance of 

the four letters, as Figure 9 shows, a simplified ductus was used.  

 

Figure 9: The handwriting of text script t2 

 

 

The ink is darker than that used by t1. The u consists of two parallel vertical strokes that do 

not entirely connect with each other. The i is a vertical stroke without a dot or hairline above it. 

The a adopts the strange single-bow shape that consist of two connected vertical strokes. It is 

perhaps to be supposed that either they were written in rapid type of Gothic cursive script,32 

or an inexperienced text scribe finished them. What is extraordinary is that an erased writing 

of “luia” appears above t2 in the same writing place, just below the red staff line. It seems to 

be the same script style as t2, see Figure 9 above. 

 

Text script t3 appear at the end of W34b and is responsible for writing the text of the last 

chant Gaudeamus in domino on fol. 17r and 17v. The shape and definition of the handwriting 

                                                        
32 General features of Gothic cursive script are summarized in Derolez 2003, pp.125-128. 
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and the comparatively dark colour of ink as well as the placement of the entry indicate that t3 

is an additional hand. When the text was added to the original is uncertain. 

 

 

Figure 10: The handwriting of text script t3 

 

 

The script of t3 is a narrow Textus Quadratus. The ascenders and descenders are 

lengthened. The style of ductus is irregular. The letters are written in slightly rounded shape, 

and their sizes are not identical strictly. The quadrangles sometimes lose their sharp features, 

so the connections of letters each other are not too close. The hairlines occur irregularly. Two 

forms of a are used, normal double-bow and single-bow, the latter only appears once on fol. 

17r, line 2. The i is usually added a stroke above. The ascenders of l, h, b are generally treated 

by being given a bifurcation at the top. Two forms of s are used, straight and round, the latter 

only appears at the end of the word and the shape likes a 8-figure. Two forms of r are used, 

normal and round; the latter only appears after u and o, sometime like a shaky bow (fol. 17r, 

line 4). 

 

1.6.2 The music scripts 

 

Coinciding with the three text hands, three music scripts (m1, m2, m3) can be 

distinguished. The respective neume shapes are listed in the Table below. 
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Table 2: The neumes list of music scripts 
 

 m1 m2 m3 
Virga       
Punctum       
Pes       
Clivis           
Torculus      
Porrectus  x    
Scandicus    
Climacus    
Bistropha    
Tristropha x  X 
Salicus  x X 
Porrectus flexus x  X 
Torculus resupinus  x  
Pressus  x X 
Oriscus  x   
combined neume group x x  
x = no exist. 

 

Music script m1 is the main hand for the notation. The ductus is informal.  

 

Figure 11: The handwriting of music script m1 

 

 

The interrupted ductus always happens, in particular at two-note neumes with long stroke. 

Some features of m1 are summarized below. 

1) The punctum and the virga are used for a single note. The punctum sometimes has one 

or two hooks at one or both sides. The virga belongs to the shape typical of Hufnagelschrift, 

but sometimes the head of virga has one or two hooks at one or both sides. 
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2) The pes is angular. The bottom of the second part stands out of the angle. 

3) Three types of clivis are used: the rounded clivis belongs to the shape of 

Hufnagelschrift; the angled clivis with a curl end to the right; and the angled clivis with a curl 

end to the left. 

4) The torculus is partly rounded. It appears that a horizontal stroke is attached to a 

rounded clivis. The first horizontal part is angular. 

5) The porrectus is rarely used, only four times on fol. 14r, line 2, line 4, fol. 14v, line 2, 

fol. 16v, line 7. They are partly rounded, and the first horizontal part is angular. 

6) The bistropha consists of two puncta in unison. 

7) The scandicus and climacus have the normal shape of Gothic notation. 

8) The salicus only occurs once on fol. 17r, l. 1. The first two notes are in unison and the 

third rises a second. 

9) Three flat signs occur, the one on fol. 14r line 1 is clearly written and in full ink, the 

other two, on fol. 14r, line 2 and 16v, line 6, are quite pale and written in a thin stroke, 

presumably with the thin edge of the nib. 

10) A special shape of neumes emerges at fol. 14r, line 2 and fol. 16v, line 7. They are 

like a porrectus, but the stroke can be described by a combination of a clivis and a pes. 

12) The pressus occurs once on fol. 14r, line 1. 

13) The division lines between neumes are used occasionally to denote the proper 

underlying text. 

14) On fol. 14r some long strokes of neumes have an obvious ductus interruption. 

15) Several times the back punctum of oriscus is erased, or the back punctum of 

bistropha is erased. (fol. 15v, line 2 and 6, 16r, line 1, 3, 5 and 6, 16v, line 5 and 6 ) 

 

Music script m2 is a correcting hand. Several division lines appear between neumes in 
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order to present the exact underlying text.  

 

Figure 12: The handwriting of music script m2 

 

 

The writing is so informal that the shape and size of neumes are not uniform. One-note 

neumes and two-note neumes have more than two appearances, see Table 2 above. The ductus 

of m2 varies to present free-and-easy state at the first glance; at least in the context of W34b, 

m2’s writing is more informal than that of m1 and m3. Various shapes of the neumes are used. 

Further features are: 

1) The virga ends with knob, sometimes a hairline extended to the right. 

2) The punctum is just a round point, or a rhomb, sometimes with hairlines. 

3) Two types of the clivis are rounded, but the top is flat. The angled clivis is also used. 

4) There are two types of torculus. 

5) Bistropha and tristropha are used 

6) A previous custos by m1 on c is kept at fol. 14v, line 3, m2 did not give the correct 

custos on d.  

7) There are marks of erasure on fol. 14v, 1ine 2 and 3. 

8) Few ledger lines are used for writing precise pitch. 

 

Music script m3 is responsible for writing the last chant, Gaudeamus in domino, on fol. 
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17r.  

 

Figure 13: The handwriting of music script m3 

 

 

The colour and profile of neumes is very clear. The physical state of musical neumes closes to 

that of the text written by t3. The script of m3 is less informal than m2. For example, the heads 

of virga and pes are kept to be quite clear and sharp nail’s shape in any case. Certain 

characteristics of neume notation are emphasized easily and directly. Some features of m3 can 

be summarized as follows: 

1) The trait of the virga is the vertical stroke. It is typical of Hufnagelschrift, especially 

as the head is emphasized in sharp stroke. 

2) The punctum is written in the shape of a rhomb with hairlines, but it tends to be a 

plain rhomb or just a rounded shape in a crowded place. 

3) The pes is angular with a head of Hufnagelschrift. Sometime the first stroke and the 

second stroke are within one ductus. 

4) Four types of the clivis can be found. The rounded clivis is either at the end with an 

inverted head of Hufnagelschrift or a plain shape. The angled clivis has a vertical final, or a 

curl to the left. 

5) The torculus is partly rounded and the first part is angular. 

6) Three types of porrectus are used. In one type, the first part is angular; the other two 
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are rounded, but one end has a curl, the other with a head of Hufnagelschrift. 

7) The scandicus and climacus are normal. 

8) The bistropha is a combination of two punctua, which occurs only once. 

9) One combined neume group is used. 

 

 As a whole, six different styles of handwriting can be identified in W34b, three text 

scripts t1, t2, t3and three music scripts m1, m2, m3. However, it is difficult to make out whether 

t1/m1, t2/m2 and t3/m3 are each from the same person. The text writing skill is different from 

the neume notation technique. Both two different sign systems are not always necessaries for 

each scribe, especially to the writing of neume notation. The two writing systems do not share 

common features. The scribe may present either similar or different experience in writing text 

and music. How different is or how similar is between text writing and music writing is not 

easy to provide a standard here. We can only depend on limited evidences to make an 

educated guess about them.  

Three points may help to support the hypothesis that, in total, three scribes participated 

into the writing of W34b. Firstly, the ink colours are consistent between t1 and m1, t2 and m2, 

or t3 and m3. The colours of the ink in t2/m2 and t3/m3 is darker than t1/m1. That each pair uses 

the similar ink may indicate that text and music were written by the same person, or that they 

were written down at one time by different persons. Secondly, the writing style of text and 

music is consistent in each pair. Judging from the strokes of letters and neumes, in particular 

those long strokes, their trajectories seem to very similar. It may imply that text scribe and 

music scribe used the same writing tool, or, more possible, only one person wrote both text 

and music together. Finally, two types of clef and three types of custos can be found in W34b. 

Two types of clef come from m1, a c-clef with a dot on the f-line, and from m3, a c-clef and an 

f-clef. m2 did not place her/his own clefs but used the clefs written by m1. The custodes could 
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help to confirm the identification of three scribes. Three types of custos respectively belong to 

m1, m2 and m3. Moreover, the colours of the ink from each type of clef and custos coincide 

with the pairs t1/m1, t2/m2 and t3/m3 respectively. As a whole, it could therefore be supposed 

that three scribes participated in the writing of W34b, h1, h2 and h3. h1 is the main scribe and 

wrote the three chants Cum rex glorie, Salve festa dies, and Crucifixum in carne. h2 added the 

correction on fol. 14v. h3 is responsible for the last chant entered on fol. 17r and 17v. 

 

1.7 Musical notation 

     

The staves of W34b consist of four lines drawn in brown ink. On the top of the brown ink, 

the f-line is coloured red and the c-line pale yellow. The clefs used are the c-clef in 

combination with a dot indicating the pitch f below middle c. In the last chant, the c-line is not 

coloured, and a complete letter f is directly used as a clef. 

The musical notation in W34b is written in Gothic notation with Lorraine influences, 

which has been found in several manuscripts for the Kloster Wienhausen, and in many of the 

Cistercian convents throughout Europe.33 Gothic notation here adopts its general definition: a 

notational type with Gothic style prevailed in the central Europe in the later Middle Ages. 

“Gothic notations were not a new notational type but a change to the surface appearance of 

traditional neume shapes….the pen was held parallel to the line, in gothic style it remained 

diagonal. The horizontal and in particular the vertical down-strokes are strongly marked, the 

diagonal up-stokes fine.”34 Gothic notation is usually regarded as the counterpart of music 

writing of the literary script Gothic Textualis. Like Gothic letters, the neumes of Gothic 

notation tend to be more upright, thicker and more angular a than earlier chant neumes. It was 

                                                        
33 Hascher-Burger 2008, p. 17. 
 
34 OM online “Notation” 2009 (accessed 18 March, 2009). 
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also a widespread chant notation throughout the central Europe in late Middle Ages.35 In 

W34b, the writing style in text and music is uniform. The musical notation can be confirmed 

Gothic notation while the text is Gothic Textualis. 

From our understanding of important schools of neumes writing in the Middle Ages, the 

type of neumes used in the W34b developed from the Germanic neumes, and it has the 

characteristics of later Germanic notation, Hufnagelschrift, the so-called “hobnail” notation of 

the later Middle Ages that was used for writing chant in German-speaking lands and their 

closest neighbors.36 As a kind of Gothic notation, Hufnagelschrift is strongly Gothicized, and 

has larger and thicker notational forms, especially, the virga looks like a Hufnagel. In W34b, 

h1 and h3 present this representative “hobnail” shape on virga and pes, but it is less clearly 

visible in the writing of h2. However, the features of neumes in W34b cannot be strictly 

classified into Hufnagelschrift notation. Some elements from Lorraine neumes are added.37 

The main features of the type of Germanic neumes in the late Middle Ages are that they 

employ both punctum (for lower notes) and virga (for higher notes) as a sign for a single note; 

the head of the virga is the Hufnagel shape; the rounded clivis is preferred with an initial 

vertical shaft.38 In the W34b, these main features have retained. The punctum and the virga 

are used for the single notes. The virga is in Hufnagel shape, sometimes presented with a hook. 

The punctum has the distinctive features associated with the Lorraine type, a slanting rhomb 

with a hook. Both rounded clivis and right-angled clivis are used. The right-angled clivis 

shaped like a ‘7’ is certainly of Lorraine origin; sometimes the right-angled clivis has a curl to 

the left. The Lorraine influence in the pes and torculus is that the first horizontal part is 

                                                        
35 For further references on Gothic notation see Parrish 1978; NG “Neumatic notation” 1980 and OM online 
“Notation” 2009 (accessed 18 March, 2009); Stäblein 1975; Corbin 1977; Hiley 1993. 
 
36 Ibid. 
 
37 For further references on Lorraine notation see Parrish 1978; NG “Neumatic notation” 1980 and OM online 
“Notation” 2009 (accessed 18 March, 2009); Stäblein 1975; Corbin 1977; Hiley 1993. 
 
38 OM online “Notation” 2009 (accessed 18 March, 2009). 
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sometimes undulate. The Lorraine porrectus can be found; the first stroke is horizontal rather 

than the vertical shaft of Germanic style. Two types of ornamental neumes are established on 

the basis of the Lorraine clivis, pressus and oriscus. The former is that the clivis is preceded 

by a punctum; the latter is that the clivis is added to a punctum in the end. The bistropha and 

tristropha have the element of old German-Lorraine neumes, in particular in the writing of h2 

with the combined strophe with hooks to the left.  

As a whole, the neumes used in the W34b mix the rounded and the angular shapes of 

neumes together. No more ornamental neumes, like quilisma and liquescent, are found. 

Because Kloster Wienhausen is a Cistercian convent, these features may more or less related 

to the tradition of Cistercian notation. “Cistercian monasteries in central Europe used staff 

notation much earlier than other churches of the region, in fact from the time of their 

foundation in the 12th century. They used the French-Messine39 mixed notation as it had been 

developed in the Burgundian homeland of the order. This Cistercian system was more or less 

isolated from the traditions of its new environment, but gradually assimilated a few gothic 

features.”40 However, in W34b we can find only certain features of the traditional Cistercian 

notation, in particular the elements of Lorraine notation. The geographic consideration of the 

Kloster Wienhausen may let us believe that the musical notation in the Kloster Wienhausen 

received regional influences more strongly. 

 

 Through a codicological investigation of W34b, it has been demonstrated that W34b is a 

fascicle-manuscript of liturgical chants for Easter. It was produced in an informal and 

complicated process. It was a palimpsest and three persons contributed to its reaching its final 

form of appearance. From the findings of its structure, the relationship between W34b and 

W34a and W34b’s position within W34 can be reconstructed. Although its prickings and 

                                                        
39 Lorraine notation is also called Messine notation. See NG “Neumatic notation” 1980. 
 
40 Ibid. 
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rulings are unusual, the writing style of text and music as a chantbook is uniform in its entirety. 

However, to confirm the history of use and production of W34b, a more complete 

codicological investigation is suggested for further studies, especially about those “underlying 

texts”. 
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Chapter 2: Transmission of the chants 

 

 W34b contains four chants for Easter, the antiphon Cum rex glorie, the hymn Salve festa 

dies, the antiphon verse Crucifixum in carne and the responsory Gaudeamus in domino. The 

former three chants belong to the traditional chant repertory and can be found in some sources 

of the earlier Middle Ages already.41 The responsory Gaudeamus in domino, on the other 

hand, may be an original piece from the Kloster Wienhausen, as I shall demonstrate in the 

following sections 2.4 and 3.4. This chapter focuses mainly on the transmission of the chants 

in the sources of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster. Some clues can be given from the contexts to 

help to understand the occurrence of the chants in W34b. 

 

2.1 Antiphon Cum rex glorie  

2.1.1 The context of the sources 

 

According to Bailey, Cum rex glorie42 is an Easter processional antiphon.43 This chant is 

one of the most widespread Easter processional pieces in the later Middle Ages.44 As 

Roederer asserted, this chant “undoubtedly dates from before the Roman domination of the 

liturgy.”45 The original dating and provenance of this antiphon are uncertain. Following 

Bailey’s discussion, the earliest source containing this chant may be L239, which is believed 

                                                        
41 A brief list of medieval sources including these chants is provided in Appendix. 
 
42 This can be found as “Cum rex gloria Christus,” “Cum rex gloriae Christus,” etc.  
 
43 This chant is occasionally used for the Palm Sunday procession, too. See Bailey 1971, p. 166n. 
 
44 Bailey listed a Table about the distribution of the Easter chants in sixteen of the oldest sources from the ninth 
to the twelve century. Of this number, five contain Cum rex glorie. See Bailey 1971, p. 172. 
 
45 Roederer 1989, p. xvii. 
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to date from Laon in France in the early tenth century.46 According to some accessible 

literatures and databases, seventeen concordances of this chant can be found in the sources 

from the early tenth century to the early eighteenth century,47 nine of them are the 

presentations with imprecise non-staff notation.48 

 There are seven sources from the Lüneburger Frauenklöster containing the Cum rex 

glorie, M74, M379, M528, M120, M18, M4 and W37. The amount of sources containing this 

chant from Kloster Medingen is larger than that from Wienhausen. With the exception of W37, 

which comes from the Kloster Wienhausen, all sources, in fact, come from Medingen. Among 

them only three sources, M18, M4 and W37, contain complete musical notation of this piece. 

In the following the context of the Cum rex glorie in each source will be examined to 

understand its usage and transmission.49  

M 74 is a fifteenth and sixteenth century prayer book for Easter.50 This large source 

consists of 296 pages, but contains only fifteen chants with non-staved Gothic notation. The 

text in formal presentation is its major content. The text of these chants is written well, as are 

other texts in the context. However, their melodies are written only in the narrow space 

between the text lines with informal non-staff Gothic notation. The same case also happens on 

M379 and M528. Compared with W34b, Cum rex glorie (on page 82) appears in an isolated 

situation in M74. The following three chants in W34b, Salve festa dies, Crucifixum in carne, 

Gaudeamus in domino, do not exist in M74 at all.  

M528 has a similar context as M74. M 528 is a late fifteenth century prayer book for 

                                                        
46 Bailey 1971, p.172 and p. 82. 
 
47 This statistical data comes from Bailey 1971, p. 172, Cantus Database, and RISM (Huglo 1999), pp. 367-368, 
pp. 382-383. Detailed information see Appendix. 
 
48 See Appendix. 
 
49 The following description refers to Hascher-Burger 2008, pp. 64-101 and pp. 106-137. 
 
50 More details see Hascher-Burger 2008, p. 76. 
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Easter and Corpus Christi.51 It consists of 240 folios, and contains twenty-six chants with 

non-staff Gothic notation. Cum rex glorie (on fol. 41r) also appears independently from the 

other three chants. But in M528 the second phrase Advenisti desiderabilis of Cum rex glorie is 

repeated twice solely afterwards in the form of a brief incipit cue (on fol. 81v and 82r).  

M 379 is also a late fifteenth century (around 1480) prayer book for Easter. It consists of 

205 folios and contains more than 150 chants with non-staff Gothic notation.52 In the context, 

Cum rex glorie (on fol. 80v) is not followed by Salve festa dies, the brief incipit cue of which 

occurs before (on fol. 65v). Crucifixum in carne appears after another chant on fol. 83v. The 

incipit cue of Cum rex glorie also appears on fol. 44v. As in M528, the phrase Advenisti 

desiderabilis is used independently, and is repeated four times here and there. It seems the 

usual custom to use the separate phrase Advenisti desiderabilis in the Medingen sources. 

M120 is a special case. It is a fifteenth century and sixteenth century prayer book for 

Easter. It consists of 251 folios and contains more than 130 chants with non-staff Gothic 

notation. Cum rex glorie (on fol. 90v) is not included in the chant list in the inventory because 

it is presented without notation.53 In M120, striking initials with gold leaf decoration are used 

in the beginning letter C and in the second phrase beginning with letter A. However, non-staff 

Gothic notation occurs in the last phrase Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia, which is highlighted 

by the blue capital. This last phrase is not a part of Cum rex glorie in W34b and W37, but 

appears in M18 and M4 with good staff notation. A Medingen version of the Cum rex glorie 

can therefore be established. Perhaps the phrase Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia is a new 

addition to Cum rex glorie in the Medingen sources. 

M18 is a sixteenth century processional.54 It consists of 118 folios and contains more 

                                                        
51 Ibid., p. 89. 
 
52 Ibid., pp. 83-85. 
 
53 Ibid., pp. 93-94. 
 
54 Ibid., pp. 97-98 and Bailey 1971, p. 91. 
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than 100 chants of the ritual processions. Cum rex glorie appears in two places in the context. 

The first (on fol. 47v) has an individual music presentation of the Medingen version, Cum rex 

glorie with the new addition Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia. The second (on fol. 56r) presents 

the similar context like in W34b, although the chant is an abbreviated music incipit. Salve 

festa dies and Crucifixum in carne follow it along with rubrics that give abbreviated 

procession instructions. The obvious outline for the procession here may be applicable in 

order to interpret the liturgical function of the chants in W34b.  

M4 is a late fifteenth century (around 1494) prayer book for entombment, Easter, and St. 

Thomas.55 It consists of 292 folios and contains more than 70 chants with staff Gothic 

notation. The Cum rex glorie in the Medingen version appears on fol. 114r. It is followed 

immediately by Salve festa dies and Crucifixum in carne. The context as given in W34b 

reappears here. The three chants are notated well in the source, and thus they are good 

references for consultation and comparison to the other sources. 

The only Wienhausen concordance of Cum rex glorie is from W37, which is a fifteenth 

century antiphoner, and consists of 32 folios containing more than 90 chants.56 The musical 

notation is clear and complete for all chants in this source. But in W37 the initial of Cum rex 

glorie is changed to Dum. Otherwise, the context coincides exactly with W34b. 

  

2.1.2 The text of Cum rex glorie 

 

There are two versions of text for Cum rex glorie in the sources of the Lüneburger 

Frauenklöster. The Wienhausen version is the traditional text that can be found in earlier 

                                                        
55 More details see Hascher-Burger 2008, pp. 98-99. 
 
56 Ibid., pp. 119-121. 
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sources as well. The Medingen version has an addition, Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia,57 at 

the end of the traditional text (marked by square brackets in Figure 14). This version seems to 

be a local version absolutely different from the tradition. 

 

Figure 14: Two versions of text of Cum rex glorie 

Wienhausen version (traditional text): 
Cum rex glorie Cristus infernum debellaturus intraret, et chorus angelicus ante faciem eius 
portas principum tolli praeciperet, sanctorum populus qui tenebatur in morte captivus voce 
lacrimabili clamaverat. Advenisti desiderabilis quem expectabamus in tenebris ut educeres hac 
nocte vinculatos de claustris. Te58 nostra vocabant suspiria te larga requirebant lamenta tu 
factus es spes desperatis magna consolatio in tormentis. Alleluia. 

 
Medingen version: 
Cum rex glorie Cristus infernum debellaturus intraret, et chorus angelicus ante faciem eius 
protas principum tolli praeciperet, sanctorum populus qui tenebatur in morte captivus voce 
lacrimabili clamaverat. Advenisti desiderabilis quem expectabamus in tenebris ut educeres hac 
nocte vinculatos de claustris te nostra vocabant suspiria te larga requirebant lamenta tu factus 
es spes desperatis magna consolatio in tormentis. [Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia de sancta 
trinitatis gloria. dum de limbo eduxit electos, rex glorie christus triumphali cum pompa. a se 
vltra numquam separandos. omnis creatura iubilabat. chori angelorum psallebant laudes et 
iocundum.] Alleluia. 

 

Cum rex glorie has a prose text. The text is not scriptural quotation but describes an event 

associated with Christ’s Harrowing of Hell.59 Most sources containing the traditional text of 

this chant do not use any highlighting for phrase division but one initial only at the beginning 

Cum.60 However, in the sources of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster, each source has its own 

format and style in terms of phrase division.  

Compared to the Wienhausen version, W34b and W37 do not share the identical phrase 

division. In W34b this chant is divided into three phrases by the highlighting, one first-level 

of initial with red and blue fleuronnée at the beginning Cum and two third-level of capitals 

                                                        
57 This text can only be found in Medingen sources within Lüneburger Frauenklöster. There are three 
concordances. See Hascher-Burger 2008, p. 209.  
 
58 In W37 this word is not highlighted by capital or decorated initial, but in W34b it is done. 
 
59 I refer to English translations from Roederer and Bailey. See Roederer 1989, p. xxxix and Bailey 1971, p. 
173. 
 
60 Including earlier sources P903, L239, E121, L19768, W160 and later source K3449. 
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with red adding strokes at Advenisti and Te nostra. W37 only has two phrase divisions by the 

highlighting, one first-level of initial with red fleuronnée at Cum (Dum) and one second-level 

of initial with Lombard letter at Advenisti.61 This format in W37 can be found in the 

concordances of the Medingen sources. 

M 74, M379 and M528 have the two-phrase text of the traditional text like in W37. 

However, they use a special style to treat the text, by separating phrases here and there, 

especially as the incipit cue text of the second phrase Advenisti desiderabilis occurs more 

frequently in M379. It seems a usual way in the Medingen sources to use this separate phrase, 

which can be found in nine sources of Medingen.62 This may be an uncommon usage for the 

chant Cum rex glorie. Why the phrase Advenisti desiderabilis is used in this way in this place 

is a difficult question. 

M120, M 18 and M4 preserve the Medingen version of three-phrase structure, Cum rex 

glorie, Advenisti desiderabilis, Qualia ibi tunc. But in M120 the different indications appear 

in the second phrase. M120 presents the text in quite formal handwriting. The phrase 

divisions are clear. The first-level initial with gold leaf decoration is used both at the 

beginning Cum and at the second phrase Advenisti, and the second-level initial with plain blue 

is used at the third phrase Qualia. In addition, two third-level capitals with red adding strokes 

are used at Te nostra and Tu factus in the part of the second phrase. The text division becomes 

more complicated here. M18 and M4 have complete musical notation. The phrase divisions 

are more regular. M18 uses successively the three level initials to the three phrases from the 

historiated large one to a normal Lombard letter. Like M120’s format, M4 uses the first-level 

initial with red and blue fleuronnée in both the first phrase and the second phrase, and the 

second-level initial with Lombard letter in the third phrase.  

                                                        
61 An earlier source P776 also uses two phrase divisions, but a highlighting initial at Te nostra rather than at 
Advenist.  
 
62 More details see Hascher-Burger 2008, p. 196. 
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Usually in liturgical manuscripts the characteristics of capital letters and initials are 

important for determining the position and genre of chant. The style of initials possibly 

indicates the liturgical function of a given chant in different places and regions. From the 

preceding discussion, Cum rex glorie in the Kloster Wienhausen basically keeps its traditional 

appearance, and in Kloster Medingen is produced the flexible way to present the entire or part 

text. Does this mean that the liturgical function of this chant in the Kloster Wienhausen is 

closer to the tradition, and in the Kloster Medingen more creative and local? Concerning the 

specific liturgical function of Cum rex glorie within the Lüneburger Frauenklöster, this needs 

to be discussed further using music analysis. 

 

2.2 Processional hymn Salve festa dies 

 2.2.1 The content of Salve festa dies 

  

Salve festa dies is a well-known medieval processional hymn composed by Venantius 

Fortunatus (c. 530-40 to c. 600).63 This hymn is actually a form of cento. The original text is 

Fortunatus’ Resurrection poem, Tempora florigero rutilant distincta sereno (Carm. 3.9),64 

which is a poem, comprising 110 lines, in elegiac couplets on the subject of Easter, addressed 

to bishop Felix of Nantes.65 This poem can be divided into three sections according to its 

content: the first section, 1 to 38 lines, is devoted to the spring time renewal of life in nature 

as a symbol of praise to the Risen Lord; the second section, 39 to 88 lines, introduces the 

festival theme of Easter; and the third section, 89 to 110 lines, refers to the praise of bishop 

Felix and the baptismal rites.66 This poetic composition is sufficiently highly regarded as an 

                                                        
63 AH Vol. 50, p. 70; Steiner and Boynton, “Venantius Fortunatus.” OM online (accessed March 16, 2009). 
 
64 The full text refers to AH Vol. 50, p. 76-79. It was composed for the Paschal baptism rite. 
 
65 About the background of this poem see Messenger 1947; AH (50, 70); Steiner and Boynton 2009. 
 
66 More text analysis refers to Messenger 1947, pp. 208-222. 
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artistic creation for its author rather than its liturgical use. 

The largest collection of processional hymn to survive, St Gall, Stiftsbibliothek 381, 

contains the entire text Tempora florigero rutilant distincta sereno.67 It begins with thematic 

stanza for the festival as a refrain: “Salve, festa dies, toto venerabilis aevo, Qua Deus 

infernum vicit et astra tenet.” It is sung after each stanza in half part alternately, and the cue 

words, Salve, Qua or S, Q, are marked in order in the outer margin of the folio. All texts of 

this work in this source are notated with staveless neumes, in so-called St Gall notation. 

Although the precise pitch is doubtful, the syllabic style of the melody can be, by and large, 

made out. It is unknown if this is the earliest notated source for this text, but this might be one 

of the earlier notated sources of this text in the Middle Ages. The other notated centos from 

this text are likely to originate from St Gall. However, a final conclusion cannot yet be made. 

The text of Salve festa dies is an excerpt mainly from the first and the second sections of 

Tempora florigero rutilant distincta sereno, and consists of a refrain and thirteen stanzas.68 

The refrain is the thematic stanza for the festival: 

 

Salve, festa dies, toto venerabilis aevo,            Hail, festal day, venerable of all ages 

Qua Deus infernum vicit et astra tenet.            By which God conquers hell and holds the stars69 

 

This refrain comes from the first stanza of the second section of the original text. Those 

thirteen stanzas are picked here and there in the order of the original text. This cento and its 

variants have been diffused in around a hundred manuscripts all over Europe. It occurs in 

                                                        
67 From fol. 35 to fol. 42, see digital facsimile http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/csg/0381/35/medium. It was 
called versus instead of hymn or poem. The rubric displays “Versus Fortunati de Resurrectione Domini”. 
 
68 The full text refers to AH Vol. 20, pp. 79-80, and is titled Sabbato Sancto. Ad Processionem, which should be 
its original usage in the liturgy.  
 
69 English translation comes from “Gregorian Chant Lyrics: Salve Festa Dies”, 
<http://www.chantcd.com/lyrics/salve_festa_dies.htm> (accessed on November 2, 2008.) 
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more than fifty versions, adaptations or imitations,70 for use in many liturgical occasions, 

including Ascension, Pentecost, Corpus Christi, Dedication of a Church, Visitation, Trinity, 

Nativity, Epiphany, the feast of the Holy Name, the feasts of the Virgin and All Saints.  

This cento emerged around the tenth century as a liturgical hymn, especially for the 

general use as a processional hymn at Easter, and it became increasingly popular from the 

twelfth century onward.71 The statistical data about how many sources contain this cento with 

music notation in the Middle Ages has not been exactly provided by scholars. 

The piece in W34b is definitely this cento in its entirety. The writing appearance indicates 

obviously the division of each stanza by Lombard initials in red. But how to present the 

refrain is unclear, because the refrain has not used the special initial to highlight and no cue 

words or rubrics for performance instructions appear in the proper places of the folio. Hughes 

stated that processional hymns tend to alternate solo stanzas with a choral refrain. All stanzas 

are performed to the same simple melody. He also assumed that either a fully choral 

performance or an antiphonal rendering for alternatim choirs on alternate stanzas was the 

practice in the late Middle Ages. The stanzas of some processional hymns were explicitly 

performed by soloists at a station on the processional route.72 In the most sources in hand and 

general description of the hymn that consists of a refrain and numerous stanzas, there are two 

types of repeated refrain. One is a complete repetition of the refrain after each stanza; the 

other repeats the refrain in half alternately. Based solely on the visual reading of the text of 

this hymn, the possible presentation in W34b could belong to either of the two types. It might 

be sung by either a fully choral performance or in a solo performance. 

 

 

                                                        
70 See AH Register (vol. K-Z), pp. 844-46. 
 
71 AH Vol. 50, p. 80 provides a part of manuscripts containing this cento. 
 
72 Hughes 1995, p. 37. 
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2.2.2 Salve festa dies in the Lüneburg sources 

 

Several sources of Medingen and Wienhausen contain Salve festa dies. There are six 

Medingen sources, M84, M29, M379, M120, M18 and M4, and one Wienhausen source, W37, 

besides W34b. M84, M29, M379 and M120 only contain the text of the chant Salve festa dies 

with upper non-staff Gothic notation. M84 was a formal prayer book written in a Gothic 

Textualis with amply decorative initials in the late fifteenth century (around 1480). It consists 

of 223 parchment folios, and there are more than fifty notated chants used for Christmas, 

Easter, Ascension and Pentecost.73 M29 exhibits the similar writing style and date (around 

1478) as M84. It consists of 213 parchment folios and contains more then 130 chants with 

non-staff Gothic notation. This book is only used for Easter.74 

M379 and M120 are also prayer books specifically for the celebration of the Easter and 

contain more than 130 chants. M379 shows a less formal writing style than M120. According 

to Hascher-Burger, its dating is the same as M84.75 No much florid initial decorations are 

used but there are some proper initials with plain decorations for each chant indication. M120 

exhibits a formal writing style similar to M84 and M29 and is written in Gothic Textualis.76 

The other two Medingen sources, M18 and M4, contain the staff notated chant of Salve festa 

dies.77 M4 has the complete notated melody, but M18 only has the notation of the refrain 

section and a short incipit of the first stanza. One prominent feature of these Medingen 

sources can be recognized. Only one of the six sources including the entire staff notated 

melody of Salve festa dies. 

                                                        
73 More details see Hascher-Burger 2008, pp. 70-71. 
 
74 Ibid., pp. 81-82. 
 
75 Ibid., pp. 83-85. 
 
76 Ibid., pp. 93-94. 
 
77 Ibid., pp. 97-100. 
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Salve festa dies takes on the same writing style as W34b in only one of Wienhausen 

source W37. The context of this hymn in it is absolutely coincident with W34b. 

 

2.2.3 Salve festa dies in the context of the Lüneburg sources 

 

In M84, Salve festa dies appears once on fol. 133r. It occurs in an independent position 

and is apart from the context of W34b. A similar context can be discovered in other Medingen 

sources. In M29, this hymn appears three times respectively on fol. 49v, 63r, and 128r. This 

source lacks the other three chants of W34b completely in the context. Because M29 is an 

Easter prayer book, repetitious occurrence of this hymn indicates to certain extent its origin 

and importance for Easter. Another Easter prayer book M379 contains two occurrences of 

Salve festa dies on fol. 65v and 154r. It is a quite short incipit presentation on fol. 65v, but in 

the following context two chants of W34b, Cum rex glorie and Crucifixum in carne, appear 

successively. The one on fol. 154r is put into an isolated context. Like the context in M29, it 

follows directly the chant Also heylich is desse dach, which follows the chant of Salve festa 

dies in M84. M120 has a similar context as W34b. On fol. 89v and 91r the entire text of Cum 

rex glorie and the short incipit of Salve festa dies are connected in that order. Unfortunately 

no musical notation is used for the entire text except the new section Qualia ibi tunc which 

has non-staff notation. Another short incipit appears on fol. 84v. This occurrence is similar to 

the ones on fol. 49v and 63r in M29. The preceding and following chants in M120, Gaude 

quia tui nati, Illuxit dies quam fecit dominus, and Ecce renascentis testatur gracia, also 

surround the ones in M29. Another independent occurrence is on fol. 57r. This is a new 

context differing from other Medingen sources and Wienhausen sources.  

The context of Salve festa dies in the three staff notation sources, M18, M4 and W37, is 

closer to that in W34b. This hymn appears once on fol. 56r in M18. It follows the short incipit 
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of the chant Cum rex glorie, and is followed by the text cue incipit of the chant Sedit angelus 

and verse Crucifixum in carne. Although Salve festa dies is written in formal staff Gothic 

notation here, it is not presented in its entirety either similar to the style of the context in 

W34b. The thematic refrain is written well and complete. The first initial is highlighted by the 

first-level style of decoration. The rest of the hymn is omitted except the short incipit of the 

first stanza Ecce renas- which is notated with only four notes. The initial of the stanza is 

decorated by Lombard letter. In M4 this hymn occurs three times on fol. 90r, 116r and 152v. 

Two short incipits on fol. 90r and 152v are in the new contexts. The context of the complete 

one on fol. 116r coicides with W34b. The beginning uses a huge initial with fleuronnée 

decoration, which is even bigger than the initial of the previous chant Cum rex glorie and that 

of the following one Crucifixum in carne. The other initial for each stanza uses Lombard letter. 

The musical notation is basically well written with Gothic neumes. No performance 

indications are attached. Like showed in W34b, all music and text in M4 are presented in 

order as well. The same situation and context also occurs in W37. Salve festa dies appears 

once in W37. There is not huge initial used in the beginning but the same level style is used in 

the initials of Cum rex glorie and Crucifixum in carne. The initials of other stanzas also use 

Lombard letter.  

In all, the writing style and position of occurrence in the context of each source may 

suggest that Salve festa dies usually has an obvious emphasis; at least, the highlighting of the 

beginning initial could justify it to a certain extent. However, W34b does not place an explicit 

emphasis on the beginning initial of Salve festa dies. There is quite a slight difference between 

the beginning initial and other initials of the stanzas. Perhaps in W34b, the writing down of 

the chant as completely as possible is more important than emphasizing its liturgical function. 
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2.3 Antiphon verse Crucifixum in carne 

2.3.1 Crucifixum in carne in the sources 

 

Crucifixum in carne can be found in four manuscripts of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster.78 

Three of them come from Medingen, the other one from Wienhausen. The Medingen sources 

are M379, M4 and M18. Because M 379 only presents the text with staveless Gothic neumes. 

M4 has an imperfect notation for Crucifixum in carne, but most notes are legible with 

four-line staff and Gothic neumes. In M18 Crucifixum in carne only presents its first word 

without any notation. Basically the Medingen sources do not have a better notation for this 

chant. The clearest notation is from the Wienhausen source, W37.  

Six more concordances of the Crucifixum in carne can be found in the Cantus Database.79 

They are the sources from France (P15181), England (W20541, C9, W160) and Italy (P65, 

C79). The sources from France and England have the same text of Crucifixum in carne 

laudate as W34b and W37; the sources from Italy contain the variant version of text, 

Crucifixum in carne laudemus,80 in particular with an “Alleluia” attached at the end. Their 

liturgical functions are uniform, as a processional chant, but two types of text present two 

liturgical chant genres. The former is the verse connected with its antiphon Sedit angelus ad 

sepulcrum;81 and the latter is an individual antiphon.  

                                                        
78 According to Hascher-Burger, there are four more concordances with notation and an unknown number 
without notation for the Crucifixum in carne in the Lüneburg sources. 
 
79 Appendix provides the basic information of them; more details see <http://bach.music.uwo.ca/cantus/>. This 
statistical data is complete. There are probably much more concordances of this piece. 
 
80 Full text is “Crucifixum in carne laudemus et sepultum propter nos glorificemus resurgentem de morte venite 
adoremus alleluia alleluia alleluia.” Quoted from 
<http://bach.music.uwo.ca/cantus/search.asp?submitType=details&cantusID=244474> (accessed February 10, 
2009) 
 
81 P15181 regards this antiphon as responsory. Andrew Hughes has discussed the uncertain terminology towards 
the processional chant, “certain processional items in various kinds of form may be called antiphons. In fact, the 
terminology for processional texts and chants is not at all precise, the same item being referred to as antiphon or 
responsory or even hymn in different sources.” See Hughes 1995, pp. 33-34. 
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Bailey listed a Table for Easter processional pieces generally used in the Western 

church.82 The antiphon Sedit angelus ad sepulcrum and its verse Crucifixum in carne laudate 

is one of the eighteen pieces found in the oldest sixteen sources, dating from the ninth to the 

eleventh century.83 They also belong to the Easter processional repertory at Sarum. We know 

nothing about the origin of this piece, but a clue can be found from Bailey’s Table that the 

oldest source containing this piece may be from France, P17436, a ninth-century source. From 

the consideration of chronology, the antiphon-verse form might be an original traditional 

presentation of this piece. After its widespread transmission throughout Europe, the separate 

use might gradually have been introduced and developed.84 If Crucifixum in carne was 

originally a verse of the Antiphon Sedit angelus as the Easter processional chant, why do 

W34b and other Lüneburger sources use it separately? Was it a popular use at that time? Is it a 

verse or an antiphon in the sources? We need to look at it in the context of each source of the 

Lüneburger Frauenklöster. 

In W34b, Crucifixum in carne appears just after the hymn Salve festa dies. No rubric and 

special initial is used to highlight the beginning of this chant, but the same Lombard red letter 

as the previous stanzas is used. If it is an antiphon, why is not it indicated by a more obvious 

initial? If it is a verse, why does not its antiphon appear?  

One of the most intimate concordances can be found in the source from Wienhausen, 

W37, which retains the similar position context. Crucifixum in carne occurs as well after the 

hymn Salve festa dies. The only difference is that the following chant is not the responsory 
                                                        
82 Bailey 1971, p.172. 
 
83 The text of the antiphon Sedit angelus can also be found as Stetit angelus and stabat angelus. Roederer has 
discussed the transmission of this antiphon. He thought that stabat angelus is the local Aquitanian Easter 
processional antiphon and Stetit angelus is its more generally disseminated counterpart. Stetit Angelus was 
circulated throughout Western Europe. It appears not only in Aquitanian manuscripts but in northern French, in 
German, and in Italian sources as well. This generally circulated version will be termed “Gregorian.” See 
Roederer 1974. According to Roederer’s argument, Sedit angulus should be the “Gregorian” version. 
 
84 Bailey mentioned that the Easter processional pieces are usually designated as antiphons having the form of 
responds: elaborate verses and the usual repeat pattern. But the distinction between verse and respond and the 
practice with regard to the repeat were arbitrary. For example, in St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek Ms 339 Sedit angelus 
has no verse Crucifixum in carne. See Bailey 1971, p. 74. 
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Gaudeamus in domino fideles but another responsory, Viri Galilaei quid admiramini for 

Ascension. In W37 there are fourteen chants for either Ascension or Corpus Christi between 

the Crucifixum in carne and the responsory Gaudeamus in domino fideles. It is noticeable that 

in W37 the style of the initials accounts for the position of Crucifixum in carne as an 

individual chant, and it is the same level as the refrain of the previous hymn instead of the 

stanzas of hymn in the context of W37. The beginning of this chant is more prominent in W37 

than in W34b. It is more likely that Crucifixum in carne may be an antiphon here. 

Another concordance comes from the source of Medingen, M4. After the hymn Salve 

festa dies, Crucifixum in carne appears immediately with the prominent initial. This chant is 

repeated again by a text incipit after a brief instruction rubric “Peracta processione fit stacio 

ad dominicum sepulchrum. In hac stacione conveniunt angeli alta voce dicentes.” Because 

“Alleluia” is attached at the end of text, which is similar with variant versions in those Italian 

sources, the character of the antiphon towards this chant would be able to be determined in 

M4. 

The other two Medingen sources, M18 and M379, also contain the short incipit text or 

entire text of this chant without any notation, and in particular M18 includes the incipit of its 

antiphon Sedit angelus. Crucifixum in carne is definitely a verse here. They both appear in the 

context of the book, but no notation comes along, perhaps because this is a traditional piece or 

well-known piece. 

However, whether Crucifixum in carne is a verse or an antiphon, it can be confirmed that 

Crucifixum in carne tends to be used independently within the Lüneburger Frauenklöster, but 

it is not an unusual situation. In a few medieval sources a separate piece of this chant can be 

found as well.85  

 

                                                        
85 In particular in the Italian sources. Two Italian sources, P65 and C79, contain the separate piece, and the text 
has little distinctions. R602 also have this single piece. 
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2.3.2 The text of Crucifixum in carne 

 

The text of Crucifixum in carne is prose. It is not scriptural quotations but proclaims the 

Gospel message of the Resurrection. This content corresponds with the text of the antiphon 

Cum rex glorie. They both belong to the traditional Easter processional pieces and were 

distributed widely in the Europe from ninth century to the late Middle Ages.86 Basically, this 

chant has had a proper position in the context of W34b, whatever the chant genre, verse or 

antiphon. 

 No text divisions are indicated by any special highlighting in W34b. The full text is: 

“Crucifixum in carne laudate et sepultum propter nos glorificate resurgentemque a morte 

adorate.”87 W37 has the same plain text. But the text of M4 has a slightly different 

appearance of the text. An “Alleluia” section is attached at the end. Apart from the first large 

decorated initial, two letters are highlighted by capitals and added colorful strokes, 

Resurgentemque and Alleluia.  

 The meaning of the text and the conscious ternary-structure of those Italian variant texts88 

may further imply that the text of Crucifixum in carne in W34b could be divided into three 

phrases: 

 

Phrase I: Crucifixum in carne laudate 

Phrase II: et sepultum propter nos glorificate 

Phrase III: resurgentemque a morte adorate 

 

                                                        
86 Beiley 1971, p. 172. 
 
87 Roederer 1989 has an English translation: Praise him who was crucified in the flesh, and glorify him buried 
for us, and adore him who rose again from death. 
 
88 For instance in C79 three phrases can be separated according to the position of “alleluia” because each phrase 
attaches a triple “alleluia” section in the end. 
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Three phrases have even syllable counts, 10, 12, 12, respectively, and share the same ending 

syllable, te. Because there is no specific indication for phrase division in W34b, we need to 

analyze it further by combining it with the music (see below Chapter 3). 

 

2.4 Responsory Gaudeamus in domino 

 

Gaudeamus in domino is the last chant in W34b, and it was written by a new hand. It is a 

responsory including two parts, respond and verse; the repetitio is indicated by abbreviated 

form before the beginning of the verse. This chant only has one concordance in W37. 

Probably no other sources of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster or other European traditional 

chantbooks contain this chant.89 It could be that this chant is an original piece used only in 

the liturgy of Kloster Wienhausen. In order to confirm its originality, we need to investigate 

its context. 

The other three chants in W34b, Cum rex glorie, Salve festa dies, and Crucifixum in 

carne, also appear in W37. They are presented successively from fol. 13r to fol. 16v in W37. 

Gaudeamus in domino does not occur immediately, but appears on fol. 21r. The four 

intervening folios (fol. 17, 18, 19 and 20) contain several other chants, most of which can be 

found in the concordances in W34a, and appear from fol. 10r to fol. 11v. In W37, the chant 

before Gaudeamus in domino is O sacrum convivium (on fol. 21r), which appears in W34a 

and in another Medingen source M300,90 an antiphon usually for the feast of Corpus Christi. 

The chant following it is a responsory with its verse, Gracias tibi rex regum (on fol. 21v) and 

Quos hostis mundus caro (on fol. 22r), which has one concordance in the Wienhausen source 

                                                        
89 Actually I am not sure about this point because I have not checked all sources myself. As far as I am 
concerned, I have not found indications for the presence of this chant in other chantbooks. 
 
90 A fifteenth-century prayer book. More details see Hascher-Burger 2008, p. 91-92. 
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W29, a quite formal sixteenth-century responsorial,91 with a specific rubric “In sacra 

solempnitate sanctissimorum patronorum nostrorum Alexandri ac sociorum eius 

illustrissimorum celestis aule militum.” The text indicates that the chant is sung for the feast 

of St. Alexander.  

From the context in W37 we cannot come to a final conclusion about the liturgical 

occasion where the chant Gaudeamus in domino would be used. The meaning of the text 

probably suggests that this chant is sung for seven martyrs.92 It may have a close relationship 

with the following chant Gracias tibi rex regum, and may be used for the Saints’ days, as in 

W29. 

However, it seems that Gaudeamus in domino does not have as close a relationship with 

Easter as the other three chants in W34b. If this chant is an original creation, its occurrence in 

W34b may be the result of a special usage in the Kloster Wienhausen. Or it is possible that 

this chant is an optional addition to W34b rather than an intentional arrangement for the 

liturgy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
91 Ibid., p. 110-112. 
92 This hypothesis comes from Sievers. See Sievers 1954, p. 21. 
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Chapter 3: Comparison and analysis of the Music 

 

3.1 Antiphon: Cum rex glorie cristus 

 

Hiley summarized the occasions when processional antiphons may occur in medieval 

books, “(i) as part of the accompanying chanting of the litanies on 25 April (St Mark’s Day) 

and on the rogation days on the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday before Ascension Day 

(Thursday); (ii) for the liturgy of Palm Sunday; (iii) in smaller groups as required for other 

days with special liturgies, such as those of Holy Week or the Blessing of the Candle on 2 

February (Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary); and (iv) for the less elaborate processions 

instituted as a regular feature of many feast-days of the year, mostly before the high mass or 

after None.”93 Looking through the content and structure of Cum rex glorie and its position in 

the entire codex W34, the most likely occasion when this antiphon was presented may be in 

the fourth situation. The themes and actions of the Easter season from Hughes implied a 

possible position for the text of this antiphon.94 It was perhaps sung at the procession after 

Matins and before the high Mass of Easter Sunday. Definitely, the liturgical function of this 

chant in other sources of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster does not coincide completely with that 

in W34b. It is not possible here to deal with the argument concerning all sources. 

The procession before the Mass usually has three basic elements: the departure from the 

choir, the service at one or more stations (with singing of antiphons narrating the Easter story, 

perhaps also with scripture reading), and the return to the choir for the celebration of the 

Mass.95 The highlighting initial of Cum rex glorie for three divisions in W34b may have a 

close relationship with this procedure of the procession. But it is still uncertain which initial 

                                                        
93 Hiley 1993, p. 100. 
 
94 Hughes 1995, p. 253. 
 
95 Roederer 1989, p. xvii. 
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coincides with which step of the procession. 

 

3.1.1 Comparison of the concordances of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster 

 

There are three melodic concordances of Cum rex glorie in the sources of the Lüneburger 

Frauenklöster. Two sources are from Medingen, M4 and M18, which preserve a local 

Medingen version text of Cum rex glorie. One source is from Wienhausen, W37, which is the 

only concordance of W34b in the Kloster Wienhausen. The following is a comparison of the 

melody among the four sources. 
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NB: [ ] presents absent note; ^ presents inserted part. 

   Example 1: Comparison of Cum rex glorie
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A comparison of the melody of W34b and W37 (see Example 1 above) shows that they 

use an absolutely identical melody. There are several differences, but they concern more 

notation style than pitch. Only one strict difference on the pitch happens at tenebatur in the 

first phrase. In W37 it is note a; the other three sources all use note b. It is quite possible that 

note a is a copying error. At intraret in the first phrase, W34b has a very pale b-flat, which 

does not occur in any of the other three sources. The b-flat may be an independent addition to 

W34b. Another b-flat at cristus appears both in W34b and W37. But in the two Medingen 

sources this b-flat disappears. The big dissimilarity between W34b and W37 is notation style. 

Some transformations are summarized below. 

 

Table 3: The notation transformation between W34b and W37 

W34b W37 

I. 2+1 neumes  3-note neumes 

II. 2-note neumes 1+1 neumes 

III. 3-note neumes [a] 2+1 neumes or [b]1+2 neumes 

IV. 4-note neumes [a] 3+1 neumes or [b] 2+2 neumes 

 

There are four types of transformations, as Table 3 shows above. The first type appears 

once at nostra in the third phrase. A clivis and a virga in W34b are combined into a porrectus 

in W37. The second type appears once at desiderabilis in the second phrase. The two-note 

neumes in W34b, clivis, are separated into two single notes, one virga and one punctum, in 

W37. The third type [a] is the opposite of the first type. It appears three times. At populus in 

the first phrase and larga in the third phrase, the porrectus in W34b is changed into a clivis 

following a virga in W37. At requirebant in the third phrase, the tristropha in W34b is divided 

into a bistropha following a punctum in W37. The third type [b] occurs only once at glorie in 
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the beginning of the first phrase. This type does not present the transformation of neumes’ 

shape but just separates the two neumes, a punctum and a clivis, more clearly in W37. W 37 

does not use the four-note neumes, porrectus flexus or torculus resupinus, which is replaced 

by the fourth type [a] and [b]. [a] appears once at captivus in the end of the first phrase. A 

torculus and a virga in W37 replace a torculus resupinus in W34b. [b] appear twice at suspiria 

and speratis in the third phrase. The former consists of two pedes in W37 which replace a 

torculus resupinus in W34b; the latter is a porrectus flexus in W34b which is replaced by two 

clivis neumes in W37.  

All in all, W37 tends to use simpler neumes to notate this piece. The transformation of the 

neumes will not influence the melody at all, however. Regarding the handwriting of the 

neumes, W34b presents a less formal appearance than W37. If W34b was copied from W37, 

or vice versa, the many three-note neumes and four-note neumes used in W34b may suggest 

that either the scribe had the more recent conception about the notation or the scribe was 

inexperienced or over-experienced. Another possibility is that W34b and W37 used an 

entirely different exemplar. Regarding the possible relationship between W34b and W37, the 

melodic variants need to be considered further. 

The great differences of the melody are produced between the Wienhausen version and 

the Medingen version. As a whole, M4 and M18 share a similar melody, but they definitely 

have some regional characteristics about their melody which differ somewhat from the 

Wienhausen version. The greatest difference occurs at the end of the chant (see Example 1 

above). The Wienhausen version has a long melisma on Alleluia at the end, which is not 

present in the Medingen version and is replaced by the four syllable-notes. But actually this 

melismatic melody does not disappear at all in Medingen version, and it is transformed into a 

new appearance, that is, the melody is added with the new text to build a new section, Qualia 

ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia. This Medingen version could be a local innovation, a tropus, to the 
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chant Cum rex glorie because no source containing a concordance of this chant has the same 

additional text as the Medingen version. Firstly this new section in the Medingen version 

needs to be investigated here.  

An interesting point to note is that the uncommon melodic dissimilarity between M4 and 

M18 in the additional part Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia may provide certain clues for 

understanding the melody of the corrected section in W34b. This melody has an absolutely 

syllabic style, see Example 2 below. In total there are eighty notes. It consists of a series of 

melodic arches in order. The entire melody of M4, also including Alleluia, has a second 

higher than M18, except two notes at fuerunt in the beginning have a third higher. It is not 

easy to immediately give a correct answer to the question why the two versions of melody 

were produced. I have to leave it here in this thesis. But it is another interesting point that 

parts of the two melodies can be found in the Alleluia section of W34b, see Example 2 and 3 

below. 
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Example 2: The addition part Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia in M18 and M4.s 

 
  

 Example 3: Two Alleluia sections in W34b—correcting and original 
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Because of the correction on the notation at the end of this chant (on fol.14v) in W34b, 

there are two endings, a correcting ending and an original ending left in the manuscript, as the 

Figure 15 shows. 

  

Figure 15: The two endings on fol. 14v in W34b 

 

 

The original ending written by h1 is left in the first half of the last line on fol. 14v, just 

after the half blank staff, where still keeps the marks of erased notes. The melody of the 

original ending coincides with the ending in M 18, except that one note g at et is an addition, 

see Example 2 and 3 above. The correcting ending starts from the end of the fourth line and 

covers the first half of the fifth line on fol. 14v. Scribe h2 gives this ending. This melody 

relates to M4, but it cannot be found directly with its materials. It is a shortened 

recomposition of M4’s melody, see Example 2 and 3 above. The two endings of W34b are 

found respectively in their concordances in the Medingen sources. The close relationship 

between the Medingen version and the Wienhausen version is reinforced further. It may imply 

that the correction section in W34b is just a transformation from one version of melody 

(original one, M18) to the other version of melody (correcting one, M4). As to why this 

transformation took place is so far unknown. The investigation on the correction section of 
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W34b will be discussed later. The following will deal with the comparison of melody between 

the Wienhausen version and the Medingen version, see Example 1 above. 

The Wienhausen version takes the different note, C, to the beginning from the Medingen 

version, D. Judging from other notated sources, the Medingen version may keep the 

traditional beginning note. The complete notated pieces of Cum rex glorie are found in the 

other ten sources dated from the early tenth century to the eighteenth century (see Appendix). 

Certain regional features can be implied from the basic figure of the melody in the different 

sources, as Table 4 shows.  

 

Table 4: The basic figure of melody of Cum rex glorie in the different sources 

Sources Provenance  Incipit and Final Final of Alleluia Mode 
P930 France D—G  G 8 
P776 France D—G G 8 
W160 England D—E E 3 
K3449 Germany D—G G 8 
M18 Germany D—G F96 8 
M4 Germany D—G G 8 
W34b Germany C—G G 8 
W37 Germany C—G G 8 

 

The sources originating from the same region present essentially the same characteristics. 

Except for the Wienhausen version, all sources hold the same beginning note D. It could be 

assumed that D is the traditional and original beginning note for the chant Cum rex glorie. 

Concerning the Wienhausen version, W34b and W37, it may be either be a special case to use 

the different beginning note, or C is a copying error of the scribe h1 because this scribe may 

also make other possible faults at the end of the chant Cum rex glorie and at the beginning of 

the chant Crucifixum in carne. 

 Here I shall establish a simple classification to analyze the melodic variants. Four types 

occur in the Medingen version, addition, subtraction, adaptation and neumatic transformation. 

                                                        
96 Here no precise pitch notation in M18. By comparing with M4, a possible final could be supposed. 
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Addition means that the new notes are added or one original note (here “original” refers to 

that in the Wienhausen version) is split into more notes. At glorie, the first three stepwise 

descending notes, a-g-f, in the Wienhausen version are replaced by four notes in Medingen 

version, among which the middle note g is divided into two similar gs. The same addition also 

happens at desiderabilis. The middle note g is separated into two gs in the three-note 

descending, d-g-f. At hac in the second phrase in the Medingen version a new note e is added 

between an original third descending, f-d. In particular M4 has more additions than M18. In 

M4 at clamaverat at the end of the first phrase, a new note d is added after the original note e. 

At suspiria in the third phrase, an addition d occurs. And at de in the third phrase, after the 

original third descending c-a, two notes are respectively added to form a stepwise four-note 

descending c-b-a-g. At consolatio a new note f is attached to the end. M4 has more additions 

than M18. 

 The subtraction shortens the original by omitting notes. In the first phrase, at angelicus 

the two two-notes in the Wienhausen version are changed into one two-note. The middle two 

notes, b and c, are absent in Medingen version. At principum the first note of four-note 

melody, c-b-c-d, in the Wienhausen version is omitted to become a three-note melody, b-c-d 

in the Medingen version. Two notes are changed into one note at lamenta in the Medingen 

version. Another two subtractions occur in the melismatic melody in the third phrase. At 

requirebant the second half of melisma (ten notes) in the Wienhausen version is replaced by 

two notes97 in the Medingen version. At the end of Alleluia the melisma is omitted 

completely and only the last four notes in the Wienhausen version are preserved in the 

Medingen version.98 As mentioned above, this melisma in the Wienhausen version is 

assigned to a new text to form a syllabic style section in the Medingen version. The preserved 

melisma in the Wienhausen version and the omitted melisma in the Medingen version may 

                                                        
97 M4 uses two notes and M18 uses three notes. 
 
98 M4 holds five notes. 
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indicate to some extent the transformation of music style, which may relate to the religious 

atmosphere at the two nunneries at that time. 

 The adaptation is a flexible treatment of the original melody. In most cases, the melody is 

changed a little in terms of the pitch. The original notes are raised or lowered a second or a 

third. At cristus the last original note is raised a second; at principum the last original note is 

lowered a third; at sanctorum one note is raised a second and the other is lowered a second; at 

lacrimabili a second raise occurs as well. M4 has more adaptations. In M4 a regular 

adaptation section appears at expectabamus in tenebris. All notes are raised a third but at –bris 

three notes are raised a second. In addition, at suspiria three notes are lowered a second and at 

the following te three notes are lowered a third. At larga three notes occur with different 

changes, one lowered second, one lowered third, and one lowered fourth. From requirebant to 

speratis in the third phrase, M4 has more adaptations here and there than M18. 

   Not many cases of neumatic transformation are used in Medingen version. There are four 

or five places to replace the Wienhausen neumes notation. At intraret 2+1+3+2 of neumes 

combination in the Wienhausen version becomes 2+1+1+1+3 in the Medingen version. 

Another three transformations are similar in form as in W37, at populus, caplivus and suspiria. 

The three-note and four-note neumes are simplified to use the form of 2+1 or 3+1. 

 As a whole, although there must be a close relationship between the Wienhausen version 

and the Medingen version, the great differences between them in terms of the melody need to 

be regarded because these characteristics may benefit the understanding and analysis of W34b 

per se and may also help to find the possible answer to those unknown questions. 

 

3.1.2 Music analysis—the corrected section on fol. 14v in W34b 

 

Some questions on fol. 14v. in W34b were left open regarding about the corrected section 
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of Cum rex glorie. Why was only this section corrected? Why did not the scribe erase the 

original ending part? Why was the correcting melody shortened? In order to find the possible 

answer, in the first instance, the original melody needs to be transcribed. 

With the help of UV lamp, the original melody is basically legible. The possible melody 

is reconstructed here. 

 

Example 4: Correcting melody and Original melody on fol. 14v in W34b 
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NB: (  ) means the illegible notes, and the possible notes are filled; [ ] means unerased part of the original 
melody; 1), 2), 3) and 4) have a second layer of corrections.  

 

This original melody ought to be written by h1, who gave the right musical custos at the end 

of the line to anticipate the first pitch of the following line, and those more legible neumes 

basically coincide with the writing style of h1. But the correction on fol. 14v did not appear 

only once. Four places obviously have a second layer of corrections made either from h1 or 

from h2. 

    1) At the beginning of fol. 14v, line 3, several erased notes are legible even without the 

help of a UV lamp. They seem to be written by h2 because the melody is more appropriate to 

the correcting version than the original version in the context. 

2) At lamenta on fol. 14v, line 3, like the situation in 1), h2 had other correction, which 

might have been notated intentionally in a blank place rather than in the erasing place in order 

to provide a clear presentation of the notation, but this did not provide a good music 

overlying. 

3) At the beginning of fol. 14v, line 5, the clef in the present state, a c-clef on the fourth 
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line and f-clef (a dot) on the second line with red, was a correcting one. The original clef is 

that c-clef is on the third line and f-clef (a dot) on the first line. This correction may be from 

h1. Looking through the context, this correction does not cause notation miswriting of the 

original melody. It could be an immediate correction before inputting the notation on the staff. 

There is another correction here probably from h2. There are two legible notes (two puncta) 

appears above the original melody by h1, g and e, which just repeat the last two notes (two 

pucta) at the end of line 4 in the correcting version. In the present state, a little space is left 

between the clef and notation, and it is crowded a little bit at the end of line 4. On the other 

hand, the fourth neume, a pes, in the correcting version has an erased writing just before it, 

with the same shape and same pitch. This could have been made by h2 as well. It is not easy to 

speculate from this complicated situation what happened here. Perhaps the scribe h2 wanted to 

adjust her/his writing, but her/his purpose is unknown. 

4) In the middle of fol. 14v, line 5, another layer of melody occurs above the original 

melodies there, as a in the Example 5 shows below.  

 

Example 5: Two layers of original melody 

 

 

This melody may be from h1 because the same melody can be found in the following of the 

original melody, as b in the Example 4 shows above. It may be a correction of a copying error 

by h1 just because of her/his eyeskip. 

Referring to the original melody of this section in other concordances of the Lüneburger 
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Frauenklöster, W37, M18 and M4, no identical melody can be found, even in the sources 

from the same German region, K3449. 

 

Example 6: Comparison of the original melody of W34b with M18, M4 and K344999 

 

                                                        
99 K3449 is transcribed from digital facsimile on Cantus Database. 
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NB: The text (es) is absent in M18; [ ] replaces the inserted text, Qualia ibi tunc fuerunt gaudia. 

 

Regardless of the part of Alleluia, the original melody is strictly lowered a second in its 

entirety compared with the corrected melody in W34b (see Example 4 above). Because the 

correcting melody basically coincides with other concordances, at least the melodic contours 

of them are uniform, it could be speculated that the original melody is a copying error by h1. 

Moreover, the same mistake by m1 can be found in the chant Crucifixum in carne. On fol. 16v 

at the end of line 6, the custos provides a clue, e. It does not coincide with the beginning note 

g of the next line. If the beginning note is the correcting one, the indication of the custos 

should be g as well. Then the incipit melody would need to be heightened a third. The 

heightened melody would be identical with the concordances in W37. And the b-flat at g as 

the present state is uncommon for the medieval chant. Such evidence demonstrates that a 

copying error may have been made there.  

It is noticeable in terms of the Alleluia among all concordances. They hold a longer 
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melisma except for M18 and M4. But the melody of the melisma does not disappear at all in 

both M18 and M4 but is transformed into a new appearance. A text in strictly syllabic style 

was added. This is similar to the traditional use of troping to expand the existing chant in the 

Middle Ages. The function of the tropes not only served as a kind of commentary on the 

original text but also served as a memory aid.100 Perhaps the situation in M18 and M4 is more 

complicated. On the other hand, M18 and M4 have different melodies, but it is quite 

interesting that both melodies can be found together in W34b. The melody of M18 coincides 

with the original version of W34b and is only a little bit shorter. The correcting version of 

W34b coincides with M4 but it is shortened a lot. It can be seen from this point that Cum rex 

glorie in W34b has a close relationship with that in the Medingen sources. 

W37 preserves the same melody of Alleluia as the correcting version of W34b. It could 

be conjectured that W34b might be the exemplar for W37 or vice versa. 

 

3.2 Processional hymn Salve festa dies 

3.2.1 Comparison of the concordances of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster 

 

The flexibility of the relationship between text and music in hymns has been observed.101 

Different melodies are given the same text, or, the same melody is used for different texts. No 

less frequent is that different texts with the same liturgical function may be sung to the same 

melody. The repertory of Salve festa dies is an example, that is, the same melody is sung with 

different texts for different feasts. However, sometimes tiny variants on the melody happen in 

different areas. A preliminary comparison in terms of the melody of Salve festa dies in the 

sources of Lüneburger Frauenklöster would be able to provide some features of this hymn in 

that area. The sources are M4, M18, W37 and W34b. But M18 does not have the entire text 

                                                        
100 Planchart, “Trope.” OM online (accessed May 16, 2009). 
 
101 Apel 1951, pp. 425-6; Anderson 2009. 
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and music notation, except the refrain section and the short incipit of the first stanza. M18 will 

be only present in the following comparison of thematic refrain. 

 

Example 7: Comparison of thematic refrain 
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Example 8: Comparison of S1 

 

 

Example 9: Comparison of S2 
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Example 10: Comparison of S3 

 

 

Example 11: Comparison of S4 
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Example 12: Comparison of S5 

 

 

Example 13: Comparison of S6 
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Example 14: Comparison of S7 

 

  

Example 15: Comparison of S8 
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Example 16: Comparison of S9 

 

 

Example 17: Comparison of S10 
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Example 18: Comparison of S11 

 

 

Example 19: Comparison of S12 
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Example 20: Comparison of S13 

 

 

 In the refrain, W37 shares the identical melody with W34b, see Example 7 above. The 

Medingen sources have several differences. M18 has a one-note repetitive addition at salve 

and infernum. At venerabilis the Medingen version uses a three-note neume, g-f-e, which 

builds a better bridge of a descending stepwise movement from a to d than that in the 

Wienhausen version. M4 narrows a third to a second at infernum. The Medingen version tends 

to use more three-note neumes than the Wienhausen version. 

 In the following thirteen stanzas, only nine sight differences occur between W37 and 

W34b. In W37, addition, subtraction and pitch transformation can be found. The changes are 

very tiny. One note is added or omitted; the note is raised or lowered a second. More 

differences appear between the Wienhausen version and M4. Addition, subtraction, adaptation 

and pitch transformation occur in M4, see Example 7-20 above. In the first phrase,102 

two-note neume is subtracted into one note at the fifth syllable in M4, except that S7, S8 and 

S11 keep the melody of the Wienhausen version. 

 

                                                        
102 Next section 3.2 2 will explain the division principle of the phrases. 
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Example 21: Comparison of the first phrase of the stanzas 

 

 

In the second phrase, an additional note e is filled between f and d to establish a descending 

stepwise fourth, g-f-e-d. 

 

Example 22: Comparison of the second phrase of S3 

          

 

Because of melodic variants in the second phrase, in particular at the end of the phrase, the 

final note is sometimes changed. d is its general final note, but S1 and S13 end at e, and S3 

ends at f.  

At the beginning of the third phrase, there is a rearrangement of music overlying in M4, 

at least in five stanzas. The melodic progression is kept in both sources, but the combination 

of notes differs little from each other, see Example 23 below. In the Wienhausen version it 

consists of 2+1+1, which is changed to 1+1+2 in M4.  

 

 

 

 

M4 
 
 
Wienhausen 
Version 

M4 
 
 
Wienhausen 
Version 
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Example 23: Comparison of the third phrase of S6 

 

 

In the third phrase, an additional note e is used to result in a descending stepwise movement 

from g to d, which can be found at seven stanzas. The ending phrase of all stanzas in M4 is 

basically similar with the Wienhausen version, except that the pitches of several notes in S3 

and S13 are changed slightly. 

 By the comparison between the Wienhausen version and M4, we can find that no great 

differences happen on the melody of this hymn. The Medingen version tends to use a 

descending stepwise movement to replace the small leap of the Wienhausen version. To 

determine whether this feature in the Medingen version is a special treatment to this hymn or 

not, more concordances need to be considered. However, the Medingen version seems to have 

a better melodic movement than the Wienhausen version. 

 

3.2.2 Music analysis 

 

Turning now to the piece in W34b, the basic melodic feature of Salve hymns will be 

partly figured out. The distinguishing feature of this processional hymn is the refrain. It uses 

mode 3 and the range of a seventh, d-c. According to the meter of text and modern score 

edition of this chant,103 four musical phrases can be divided, and their finals are respectively 

e, f, d, e: 

 

                                                        
103 PMb 1998, p. 62-65. 

M4 
 
 
Wienhausen 
Version 
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Example 24: The musical phrase division of the refrain of Salve festa dies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are seven two-note neumes that ascend or descend a second or third interval. The 

melodic fluctuation of each phrase is moderate and balanced. It keeps the general 

characteristic of chant that melody follows a limited number of intervallic patterns. The 

stepwise intervals, unison, second and third, are the main movement. The fourth (descending, 

a-e) emerges only twice in the first and the last phrase respectively. 

 The thirteen stanzas have a common musical phrase and melodic figure. The structure of 

the melody, like the refrain, also consists of four phrases, the finals of which are a, d, e, e. It 

uses mode 3 and octave register, c-c. No leaps beyond a fourth occur for the melody. Among 

the stanzas, basically, the first phrase and the last phrase are identical to each other. The last 

phrase is completely uniform; it has seven single notes. A little variant happens on the first 

phrase. The first phrase generally has six syllables, all of which are assigned with single notes 

but with a two-note neume on the penultimate, see Example 25 a. It has three variants, see 

Example below variant b, variant c and variant d. 

 

 

  

Phrase I 

Phrase II 

Phrase III 

Phrase IV 
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Example 25: The first phrase of stanzas of Salve festa dies 

         
 

a. 
 
 
        b. 
 
 
        c. 
 
 
        d. 
 

 

Variant b occurring at S4, S8, S11, and S12 have seven syllables which are all assigned a single 

note. The two-note neume becomes two single notes. The melodic figure is kept up. S9 and 

S13 are special exceptions. S9 has a different music division for the first phrase due to the text. 

There are nine syllables, see variant c above. Thus the final of the first phrase of S9 is e 

instead of a. The first phrase of S13 adds a repeated note after the fourth note (c), see variant d, 

thus there are two unison notes on the fourth syllable, -lum. The two notes are written by two 

virgae, virga signs in manuscript. It is unusual in Gothic notation to write two virgae for one 

syllable. It could be supposed that the scribe miswrote it. 

  The second phrase and the third phrase of each stanza contain more variants. According 

to the different numbers of syllable in each stanza, the melodic figure in the second phrase can 

be categorized by four types. The first three types have the same incipit note (f) and final note 

(d), and the similar melodic contour. Some variants occur between the second syllable and the 

fifth syllable from the end. 
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 Example 26: The basic melody contour of the second phrase of stanzas of Salve festa dies 

 

 

 

1). S3, S4, S5, S6, S8 have ten syllables, which are assigned with nine single notes and one 

two-note neume on the penultimate. Only nuance takes place on the third syllable, which is f 

at S4 and S6 and e at S3, S5 and S8. 2). S2, S11, S12, S13 have nine syllables, which are assigned 

with eight single notes and one two-note neume on the penultimate. Like the first type, they 

also have a variant which occurs on the third syllable, which is f at S2 and S13 and e at S11 and 

S12. Compared with the first type, their melodies lack a note, g, in the middle. 3). S1, S7, S10 

have eight syllables. S1 and S10 are the same melody that consists of seven single notes and 

one two-note neume on the penultimate. S7 presents a different note, g, on the third syllable. 

4). Because of the different division for the first phrase at S9, the melodic contour experiences 

a change. Regardless of the text, if the musical phrase is divided properly, the melody of the 

second phrase at S9 will be the first type. But at present it is shortened by three notes which 

come into the first phrase. The melody of the second phrase begins from d instead of f. 

 The third phrase in all stanzas has four categories in terms of their melodic figures. They 

have the identical incipit two-note neume, f-d, and final note, e. 1). The primary figure comes 

from six-syllable type at S3, S4, S8, S10, S11 S12 and S13. Two-note neume occurs on both 

antepenultimate and penultimate. 
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 Example 27: The third phrase of stanzas of Salve festa dies 

 

 

S3 and S8 present another way of note combination. The second and the third notes are 

combined into a two-note neume, and the penultimate neume is separated into two single 

notes. And S3 has an only three-note neume at the third syllable in this hymn. 2). S1, S2, S6, S9 

belong to the seven-syllable type. Actually they are a simple variant of the six-syllable type; 

the only difference is that there is no two-note neume at the penultimate but two single notes. 

The antepenultimate omits f to become a single note at S1 and S2. 3). The eight-syllable type 

only emerges once at S7. A single note, g, is added after the third syllable on the basis of the 

melody of the seven-syllable type. 4). The five-syllable type also occurs once at S7. The 

second and the third notes are combined into a two-note neume on the basis of the melody of 

the six-syllable type. 

The melody of Salve festa dies is syllabic with few neumatic ornaments. Apel categorized 

the hymns stylistically into three groups. “a. A small number of melodies approach the 

character of a recitation tone by using the same pitch for the major portion of their phrases. 

[…] b. Quite a number of hymn melodies combine syllabic style with melodic motion in each 

of the phrases, ascending, descending, or in the contour of a curve. […] Most of these include 

a few groups of two or three notes, thus forming a transition to the next category. […] c. Here 

we find melodies of a relatively ornate style, with two- or three-note neumes on a number of 

syllables, and occasionally with a somewhat more extended “melisma” on the last syllable of 

a phrase. […]”104 The second category is applicable to the melodic style of Salve festa dies. It 

mainly uses syllabic style combining occasionally with two-note neumes. Only one three-note 

                                                        
104 Apel 1951, p. 428. 
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neume, oriscus, is used at the third stanza. It seems an unusual situation. Looking through the 

original notation of Salve festa dies in W34b, we can find some erasures which occur after a 

Lorraine clivis or a punctum. If these erasures were recovered, five oriscuses and three 

bistrophas can be produced; especially the shape and pitch of oriscuses are completely 

identical with the existing one oriscus. If these erasures suggest that the scribe was correcting 

some copying errors, the existing one oriscus may be an uncorrected neume. It should actually 

be a clivis. In all, the melodic style of Salve festa dies in W34b is plain. 

 

3.3 Antiphon verse Crucifixum in carne 

3.3.1 The comparison of the concordances of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster 

 

Concerning the melody of this chant, two concordances are found in the sources of the 

Lüneburger Frauenklöster. One is from W37, the other from M4. W34b and W37 basically 

share the same melody. The only difference is that the beginning melody in W34b, on the first 

word Crucifix-, differs from that in W37; see the Example 28 below. The pitches are totally 

moved down a third. As discussed in the previous chapter, this may be a copying error of the 

scribe in W34b. Three evidences, the musical custos, the uncommon b-flat on g and the same 

neumes shape, would be enough to justify the conclusion that the melody in W37 may be the 

right version used in the Kloster Wienhausen. On the other hand, the beginning notes in M4 

are similar to those in W34b rather than that in W37. At this point, the relationship among the 

three melodies is inexplicit. 
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 Example 28: Comparison of Crucifixum in carne 

 

 

The Medingen version, as transmitted in M4, has few similarities with the Wienhausen 

version. The melody on the word “Crucifixum in carne laudate et sepultum” is almost the 

same as the Wienhausen version. Only four syllables, fix, um, in, ne, change the pitch a little. 

On fix the second note is heightened a second and b-flat disappears. Otherwise, the rest of the 
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melody presents great distinctions on the pitch. The movement of the melody, meanwhile, 

remains the same as the Wienhausen version.  

By an investigation of the original notation in M4, it can be found that the preciseness of 

pitch notation is doubtful. Crucifixum in carne was written in a half and three text lines. The 

first line is the half following two entire lines; the notation on the last line completely lacks 

the staff line, just presenting the movement of neumes.105 Because the ending of the previous 

chant, the hymn Salve festa dies, occupies in the second half of a text line, Crucifixum in 

carne starts from the first half of it. No clefs and pitch custos are used respectively in the 

beginning and end of each staff line. The incipit notes of Crucifixum in carne would be able to 

be made sure by referring to the confirmable final note, e, in the hymn Salve festa dies in the 

same text line. The incipit melody may be produced, as the Example 28 shows above, 

d-c-d-e-e-a-e, which coincides with the beginning of W34b rather than that of W37. If we 

ignore the ending of Salve festa dies and just consider Crucifixum in carne in its entirety, 

another incipit melody would be worked. Comparing the notation on the two entire lines in 

M4 with W34b and W37, the clef could be speculated that at least to the two entire lines the 

second line is f-line and the fourth line is c-line, which differ from the signed clef on the same 

folio, the third line is f-line and the fifth line is c-line. According to this speculated clef, the 

incipit melody of Crucifixum in carne would be similar to W37 rather than W34b, 

f-e-f-g-g-c-g.  

However, to a certain extent, it could be conjectured that the Medingen version of 

Crucifixum in carne has a close relationship with the Wienhausen version, or the Medingen 

version may be copied from the Wienhausen version directly. Because of the quite informal 

notation, M4 may easily produce 1) a wrong melody, or 2) another new version of the melody. 

                                                        
105 The musical notation without stafflines can be found in most of Medingen sources. See Hascher-Burger 2009. 
She presented an article on this problem at Medieval-Renaissance Music Conference 2009 (Utrecht, 1-4 July), 
“Linienlose Neumen in Handschriften um 1500: Notation in Medinger Gebetbüchern.” The publication will be 
forthcoming. 
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The comparison of melody among W34b, W37 and M4 indicates that M4 tends to be a variant. 

This result may have been led by either the inexperienced musical scribe or the “creative” 

musical scribe. 

 

3.3.2 Musical analysis 

 

Here the Wienhausen version will be analyzed. Following the phrase division of the 

above mentioned text, the three-section structure will be built to the music of Crucifixum in 

carne.  

 

Example 29: The phrase division of Crucifixum in carne 

 

 

This melody has a mixed style. There are sixteen single-notes, eleven double-notes and 

seven multi-notes. The total range is the ninth, from e to f ’. P I and P II have the same range 

of a sixth, from e to c’. The range of P III is a little wider, the seventh from g to f ’ . The 

melodic progressions consist of unisons, seconds, thirds and fourths. The seconds and thirds 

occur frequently. The fourths occur six times, four of them are the ascending intervals. The 

entire melody does not have any repetitive melodic unit but uses a variable melodic 

construction. P I appears as two small melodic arches on crucifixum and carne; P II presents a 
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long inverted arch; and P III occurs as the highest pitch, f ’ , twice and takes on the more vivid 

melodic progressions, such as the successive non-stepwise motion on a morte, an ascending 

third plus an ascending third plus a descending fourth. The similar melodic units may be 

found around the three times ascending fourths, g-c’, which occur respectively at the middle 

of P I and the beginnings of P II and P III.  

This chant is in mode 7. It has a special final note, which does not end at the final note of 

mode 7, g, but at the dominant, d. The sub-finals for P I and P II end at the final note of the 

mode. If we check the melody of the antiphon Sedit angelus,106 this final note at the dominant 

would not be uncommon. The dominant pitch as the final may be designed for the sake of 

being proper to go forward to the repetendum of its antiphon. The antiphon Crucifixum in 

carne in the Italian sources absolutely uses the final note of mode 7, g. From this point, it 

could be presumed that the Wienhausen version of Crucifixum in carne is a separate verse 

rather than an individual antiphon. 

 

3.4 Responsory Gaudeamus in domino

                                                        
106 For instance in P776 the final note d in Crucifixum in carne just anticipates the beginning note of the 
repetendum Nolite in the antiphon Stetit angelus. See Roederer 1989, pp. 50-51; the same case also occurs at 
Sarum version. See Bailey 1971, p. 41. 
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    Example 30: Comparison of Gaudeamus in domino
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3.4.1 Comparison of the concordances of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster 

 

W34b and W37 are of from the same origin; they have more similarities than differences 

in the melody. Compared with W34b, W37 does not have great changes on the pitch. The 

melody is nearly identical with W34b. Most changes are simply neume transformations. There 

is one subtraction and eight neumes transformations in W37.  

One subtraction occurs at fratrum. One note e is omitted to break a descending fourth 

interval stepwise movement from f to c. Three types of neumes transformation can be found. 1) 

There is a connection at quos, where a pes is followed by a virga in W34b, but the virga is 

changed into a punctum and connected with the preceding pes to form a three-note neume in 

W37; and a separation at cum, where a punctum is separated from a three-note neume to form 

a pes plus a puctum in W37. 2) Five places have the uniform transformation at triumphos, 

iudicum, sedes, and eonum, that is, the porrectus in W34b is changed into a clivis plus a virga 

in W37. 3) A series of transformations occur at commissis and gaudentes. The neumes 

presentation in W34b is simplified in W37 to use two-note or three-note neumes, pes, clivis or 

torculus, to replace oriscus and torculus resupinus. 

The same melody written by different scribes can show the different features of writing 

habit. From the comparison above, the scribe in W34b likes to choose more complicated 

neumes. However, the identical melody in the two sources may suggest that they have very 

close relationship. 

 

3.4.2 Music analysis  

 

Frere pointed out that “the art of responsorial composition is, to a very large extent, the 

art of adapting the different clauses of a liturgical text to different well-defined but plastic and 
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adaptable music phrases”. According to the eight modes, the eight responsorial tones are 

classified to be convenient to be used to distinguish, compare, and analyze the repertory of 

responsories. “But while the adaptation of text to music in the verses is conventional and 

uniform, it is a more subtle, free, and artistic process which composed the respond itself.”107 

So it will be appropriate to investigate first the verse of Gaudeamus in domino. 

The verse belongs to mode 4, which constitutes a moderate percentage of responsories 

among the eight tones.108 According to the description about the responsorial tone from 

Frere,109 the responsorial tones show a twofold structure, normally with three parts in each of 

the two divisions: intonation, recitation, and cadence. There are two recitation pitches, in the 

plagal one for the first phrase is at the third and another for the second phrase at the tonic. In 

the responsorial tone of mode 4, the first recitation pitch is g, and the second is e, more 

commonly f. As the Example shows below, the verse basically followed the principle of the 

responsorial tone of mode 4, the first recitation pitch is g and the second is f. The total range 

of this verse is in an octave from c to c’, which is a normal range for mode 4. 

 

Example 31: The structure of the verse of Gaudeamus in domino 

 

 
                                                        
107 Frere 1966, p. 5 
 
108 See Apel 1951, p. 137 and Cutter, “Responsory.” OM online (accessed May 20, 2009).Table 2 and 3. 
 
109 Apel 1951, p. 234. 
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The first phrase has eighteen syllables. The three syllables eorum in the beginning lead 

the intonation of the responsorial tone of mode 4. The melodic progression formulates a 

descending movement from the initial note a to the last note e. The beginning two single notes 

are assigned to two syllables, and on the third syllable a melisma appears. The melody keeps 

strictly to the stepwise progression. The recitation of the first phrase consists of nine syllables 

(meritis veniam nostris im). The melody is developed around the central pitch g. The cadence 

(ploremus commissis) is a six-syllable formula, which differ a little from the tone. The ending 

form of the cadence in the tone is the same as the ending of the intonation, a descending 

second f-e. The cadence here does not use the second progression. The melody ends at a 

single note, f. 

The basic melody contour of the tone can still be found in the second phrase, but the 

ending is different. In the second phrase the distribution of syllables in three parts, intonation, 

recitation, and cadence, is five (quos christus fecit), three (victores), four (et gaudentes). The 

intonation leads to a melodic movement that mostly consists of the third. The third 

progression is extended into the recitation. The first one and the last one of the three syllables 

in the recitation use the recitation pitch f. On the middle syllable a melisma is built around 

recitation pitch. The cadence consists of one arch and ends at the tonic, e. The second syllable 

of the cadence uses a melisma. The ending is an ascending second motion, d-e, which is not a 

traditional chant ending motion,110 and cannot be found in the tone. 

If the extent of the free variant against the responsorial tone could reflect how new the 

responsory is, the respond would be able to reveal more clues than the verse. Apel has pointed 

out that “in the responsories each modal group includes a number of melodies showing a 

fairly close thematic relationship, but in addition to these there are many others that differ 

more or less radically from the main type. Even in those that can be grouped together on the 

basis of common material, that is, often considerably modified and intermingled with free 
                                                        
110 Apel 1951, p. 263-66. 
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elements.”111 The main themes of each mode are categorized by Frere as typical responds, 

which are made wholly or for the most part by use of the formulas, thus falling into various 

more or less well defined types; on the other hand, a number of responds in all the modes owe 

little or nothing to the formulas, but are freely composed for the words. Frere called them 

original responds.112 

The case to treat materials freely is more typical in the respond than in the verse. The 

melody of the respond tends to be varied or decorated more freely, especially those pieces in 

the late period. This respond Gaudeamus in domino fideles belongs to the fourth mode, which 

has responds in moderate number among all modes. According to the melodic formulas of 

typical responds from Frere,113 the main material of mode 4 cannot be easily identified in this 

respond. Apart from only a few thematic notes of the opening presented in quite variant way, 

most melody cannot be distinguished by the proper formulas. Thus we could hypothesize that 

this is an original respond. The general characteristics of original responds indicated by Frere 

may to some extent help to testify it further.  

 The melody of this respond can basically be divided into seven phrases, as Example 32 

shows below: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
111 Apel 1990, p. 331-332 
 
112 The detailed explanations see Frere 1966. 
 
113 Frere 1966, pp. 33-39. 
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Example 32: The structure of the respond of Gaudeamus in domino 

 

 

They have the same range as the verse, an octave (c-c’), which is applicable to the first feature 

of the original responds, “there is a severe economy practiced as to the range of the chant.”114 

But this evidence is too general to make the melody in this respond clear. Another feature is 

the balance of cadences. The seven cadences in this respond have the procedural endings. 

There are two types: single tonic note, e, is used for the beginning and ending parts, including 

P I, P II and P V, P VI, P VII, and a descending second, e-d, is used for the middle part, P III 

and P IV. It is noticeable that the ending note of each phrase has a close relationship with the 

next opening note. For instance, the opening notes in P IV and P V are d, which is anticipated 

by the ending note of the previous phrase. The most tonic ending notes enhance the quality 

and stability of mode 4. The third feature is an advanced musical sense. The melody of this 

respond is developed logically. The first phrase is a special variant of the opening formula of 

                                                        
114 Ibid., p. 59. The other four features below are quoted from pp. 59-60. 
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the typical respond to present the feature of mode 4 and the stepwise ascending and 

descending of the melody go on in order. This state is extended to the following phrases. The 

second and fourth phrases take on an octave-range melodic wave. The third and fifth phrases 

have a similar melodic wave but in a smaller range. The sixth phrase fluctuates its melody in 

the high pitch, which can be easily recognized as the musical function as the beginning of the 

repetendum Transmisit ad ethereas. The ending phrase turns to present the waved melody in 

the low pitch to balance the sixth phrase. Nevertheless, the fourth and fifth features of the 

original responds are not applicable to this respond. No b-flat and transposition are employed 

to produce more artistic effects or contrasts. Basically, this respond keeps a plain appearance 

which may relate to the place and circumstance where it originates. 

 The basic contour of the melody of this respond follows a succession of arches whose 

apexes are reached within every two phrases, generally the first one of which has a less-range 

wave-like motion (P I, P III, P V) and the other one of which ascends to the apex in the 

beginning (P II, P IV, P VI). The melody moves in wavy lines formed mostly by ascending 

and descending seconds and thirds, but also including larger intervals, mainly ascending fifth 

and descending fourth. The ascending or descending fourth is a frequent melodic progression 

of chant; the fifth is decidedly rarer. But the ascending fifth occurs with surprising frequency 

as an opening interval to the beginning of a chant or one of its phrases.115 However, the 

melodic motion in this respond is made in a traditional style. No rare large intervals occur. 

There are almost no strict repetitions of melodic units. It could be supposed that Gaudeamus 

in domino may be an original responsory and a late composition following the traditional style 

of chant under the requirement of religious circumstances. 

It appears that in the responsories the descending second is practically the only cadential 

motion not only to the final cadence but also to those inner cadences. Some exceptions occur 

on this responsory. First, in the verse, the two finals for the phrases lack the standard final 
                                                        
115 Apel 1951, p. 251. 
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formulas and the descending second endings. The first final does not present the entire 

progression e-f-g-f-f-e but e-f-g-f-f. The standard final formula disappears completely in the 

second final and just a simple ascending second d-e, which is regarded by Apel as definitely a 

late cadential formation, probably not in general use earlier than the tenth or eleventh 

centuries in the responsories.116 The similar ascending second final appears in the first and 

fifth phrase of the respond too. From this point, it could be confirmed that this responsory 

may be a late original composition in Kloster Wienhausen.  

Here it could be concluded that this responsory is an original composition of the Kloster 

Wienhausen. It followed the traditional chant style, but new melodic materials were used. It 

was not transmitted widely.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
116 Ibid. p.265. 
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Chapter 4: The editing of W34b 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

The entire physical state of writing in W34b is basically homogeneous. The 

non-rhythmic, neumatic notation on the four-line staff is set above the text. The disposition of 

each staff and text is regular in line-by-line on a page. In the text, the colored initials and 

capitals are employed to indicate the beginning of each chant or each section of a chant. 

Although its legibility may be helpful to some extent in decoding it into a modern edition, 

these historical data in W34b, however, need to be examined accurately and carefully to 

render the particularities of W34b intelligible to both scholars and ordinary readers. For the 

purpose of providing the original information about W34b as completely as possible, I shall 

make a transcription to provide the specifically textual data of W34b. 

The editing of early music is perhaps a formidable task for the editor. As J. Caldwell said, 

“a legible transcription into modern notation necessarily results in an appearance totally at 

variance with that of the original source; and yet the editor must be sure to avoid 

anachronistic conventions. A further difficulty is that the transcription of a good deal of early 

music involves a certain amount of conjecture; but the editor must commit himself to the 

solution of problems which may not readily admit of one.”117 Although so far there is little 

agreement about aims and methods on the editing of chant from early manuscripts in neumes, 

some common principles for such editing have been admitted. It is a way analogous to that of 

diplomatic edition.118  

The transcription of a manuscript is to indicate as far as possible the state of the text in 

                                                        
117 Caldwell 1987, p. 13. 
 
118 In the field of manuscript studies, there are usually three types of edition: facsimile edition, diplomatic 
edition and critical edition. For the musical manuscript, one type needs to be added, performance edition, but it is 
not applicable to early music. 
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the manuscript. If the manuscript includes peculiarities of writing and even outright errors, the 

transcription should preserve these features. “On the other hand, a transcription is not a 

facsimile, and in certain respects it must cater to the needs and expectations of modern readers. 

A transcription therefore uses modern forms rather than seeking to imitate the original 

script.”119 For the medieval musical manuscript in neumes that usually includes verbal (word) 

and non-verbal (neumes) writing, the transcription of neumes should be presented in a 

different way from the transcription of text with a normalized form in order to accurately 

transmit the original musical state rather than just presenting the original neumatic sign. 

While the transcription of text has supplied a basic guideline,120 there are few principles 

about transcribing neumes into a modern musical notation system.121 

By referring to relevant literature on the liturgical chant and the editing of medieval 

music,122 I will summarize the general principles of my transcription in the following 

guidelines. It could be said that my transcription is established on the principle of the 

semi-diplomatic edition. 

1) Modern five-line staff with octave clef is used along with underlaid text. 

2) The line divisions in the manuscript are signaled by placing a vertical prime symbol 

( ′) at the appropriate points above the staff in the transcription. 

3) In the text, I use capitals where the manuscript uses initials and capitals. The extra 

large initials in the manuscript are transcribed to almost original size in the transcription; 

others are signaled by marks, [ ] or |; I use lower-case letters where the manuscript does so. 

4) The punctuation in the text is ignored. The full stop is only used at the end of chant, 

section or phrase. 

                                                        
119 Clemens and Grahsm 2007, p.75. 
 
120 Ibid. 
 
121 Caldwell 1987, p.34. 
 
122 Hiley 1993; Caldwell 1987. 
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5) The text is transcribed just as it occurs in the manuscript. 

6) The word is separated by natural space. The syllable in a word is separated by placing 

a hyphen ( - ) between them. 

7) The abbreviation is expanded. The letters are supplied to complete the word by 

placing them in italics. 

8) The beginning of a new page in the manuscript is signaled by entering the folio 

number within brackets at the appropriate point above staff in the transcription. 

9) The musical notation uses the black notehead without stem and flag. 

10) There is no barline. 

11) The neumes representing two notes and more than two notes are denoted by means 

of slurs. 

12) The relationship between text and music follows the traditional criteria as 

syllabification. 

13) Other information, such as erasures, correction, new handwriting and decoration, and 

the like, is annotated by footnote. 

 

4.2 Scores of Transcription 

4.2.1 Apparatus 

 

Symbol Use 
Italics expanded abbreviation in text 
[1r] the beginning of a new page 
′ the beginning of a new line 

[A] the initial in Lombard letter in red 
| A the initial with adding red stroke 
[ ] blank staff 
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4.2.2 Cum rex glorie cristus (Fol. 14r 01) 

 

 
1 The clefs used in the source are c-clef on the fourth line in pale yellow and f-clef (most use a dot) on the second 
line in red. The large initial C is decorated with fleuronnée in red and blue. 
2 The color of b-flat is very pale. 
3 The new stroke beginning within this neume is visible on c. 
4 Clefs change happens: c-clef on the third line in pale yellow and f-clef on the first line in red. 
5 The changed clefs are not executed until this note, in front of which a short vertical line indicates the beginning 
of new clefs. 
6 The new stroke beginning within this neume is visible on b. 
7 Ibid. 
8 There is a ledger line on d. 
9 The clefs change to previous way: c-clef on the fourth line in pale yellow and f-clef on the second line in red. 
10 An erasure occurs on g. 
11 The text ad- is highlighted by capital with adding red stroke. 
12 The new stroke beginning within this neume is visible on c. 
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- A correction on music notation ever happened on fol. 14v, from footnote 15 to 24. 

 
13 The text te is highlighted by capital with adding red stroke. 
14 This neume extend to employ upper textline. 
15 A new handwriting (h2) on music notation appears over an erasure. Some division lines are used to separate 
neume group. 
16 According to the true notation, there are two neumes here, a torculus and a virga. By investigating the erasing 
notation and comparing with other concordances, it should be a torculus resupinus at lamenta. 
17 There is a ledger line on e. 
18 Ibid. 
19 New black ink is added to the first staff line to indicate d. 
20 New black ink is added to the third staff line to indicate a. 
21 The staff is set aside as a small blank before beginning to notate music. 
22 There is a ledger line on e. 
23 The text -luia may be written by h2. 
24 There is an unusual blank staff. 
25 The handwriting comes from the previous hand (h1). 
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4.2.3 Salve festa dies (Fol. 14v 01) 

 

 

 

 
 
1 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to the second staff-line. 
2 Clear ruling top-line appears above staff-lines. 
3 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to below the second staff-line. 
4 Ibid. 
5 f-clef is written under red f-line. 
6 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to the first staff-line. 
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7 Ibid. 
8 This neume happens an erasure on f. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to the first staff-line. 
11 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to above the first staff-line. 
12 This neume occurs as an erasure on f. 
13 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to below the first staff-line. 
14 Clefs change happens: f-clef on the third line in red and no c-clef. Fol. 16r returns to previous clefs. 
15 This neume occurs as an erasure on f. 
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16 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to the second staff-line. 
17 This neume occurs as an erasure on g. 
18 This neume occurs as s an erasure on f. 
19 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to below the second staff-line. 
20 The new stroke beginning within this neume is visible on d. 
21 This neume occurs as an erasure on f. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to the second staff-line. 
24 This neume occurs as an erasure on f. 
25 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to above the first staff-line. 
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26 Ibid. 
27 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to below the second staff-line. 
28 This neume occurs as an erasure on f. 
29 Ibid. 
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4.2.4 Crucifixum in carne (Fol. 16v 01) 

 
 
 
1 Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter extends to below the first staff-line. 
2 The b-flat is pale. 
3 The new stroke beginning within this neume is visible on d. 
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4.2.5 Gaudeamus in domino (Fol. 17r 01) 

 
* represents the repetendum. 

 
1 New handwriting (h3) on music notation and text appears. Lombard initial is used in red. The size of letter 
extends to the first staff-line. The f-clef uses letter f instead of a dot. 
2 The initial is highlighted by adding red stroke. 
3 Ibid. 
4 This neume occurs as an erasure on a. 
5 The initial is highlighted by adding red stroke. 
6 Unusual blank staff and blank writing space occur on fol. 17v. 
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Conclusion 

 

Because lots of questions remain, it is not possible to immediately reach a final 

conclusion in this thesis. Therefore, my conclusions have to be open for further investigation 

later. Grounded in a close examination of W34b, it appears that several aspects regarding the 

liturgical chant tradition in the Kloster Wienhausen can be recognized more clearly.  

Although W34b was discovered in the choir of the Kloster Wienhausen, it cannot be 

confirmed conclusively in this research that W34b was actually used in the choir. If it had 

been used in the choir, could we find any evidence to confirm the usage of W34b in the choir? 

It is really a quite difficult question because not only does W34b not provide us sufficient 

liturgical rubrics and indications regarding the choir but also we do not know the state of the 

choir in the past. If the possible relationship between W34b and the choir could not be 

established by any evidence available so far, further investigations of other chantbooks also 

discovered in the choir of the Kloster Wienhausen will be necessary in order to discover 

possible evidence. However, although my research cannot find more conclusive sources at 

present, a preliminary conclusion may be made that W34b might have been used in the 

Kloster Wienhausen. All chants in W34b can be found in their concordances in one 

Wienhausen source W37. Even though the Medingen sources contain the concordances as 

well, there is a less close relationship between the W34b and the Medingen sources than 

between W34b and W37 in terms of the liturgical chant tradition. The concentrative state of 

the chants in the sources of the Kloster Wienhausen may suggest their provenance to some 

extent. On the other hand, except for W37, the last chant in W34b, the responsory Gaudeamus 

in domino, has no concordance both in the sources of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster or in 

certain medieval sources. Therefore, we could conclude that, at least, this chant may be an 

original chant in the Kloster Wienhausen, and may be used only in the Kloster Wienhausen. 
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W34b is actually an addition to W34a. If the content of W34b is complete for the use of 

an Easter procession, W34a might be a processional as well. As it is known that the Kloster 

Wienhausen was a (quasi-) Cistercian nunnery, its processional tradition certainly followed 

the general use of the Cistercian processions. According to RISM’s information,123 most 

chants in W34a belonged to the Cistercian processional before the fourteenth century, but the 

chants in W34b are not included. It can be said that W34a might have been written according 

to the Cistercian tradition, although it seemingly does not fully conform to it. W34b might be 

a regional addition in the Kloster Wienhausen, even in the Lüneburger Frauenklöster, and 

therefore the time when it was added to W34a may relate to the time when the Kloster 

Wienhausen, including other nunneries of the Lüneburger Frauenklöster, was experiencing the 

Reformation. 

One has to wonder what person left the chantbook under the floorboard of the choir and 

why. The historical background of the Kloster Wienhausen will explain it. As a whole, W34b 

is a chantbook in the Catholic style. When the Lutheran Reformation occurred in 1531, the 

traditional chantbooks must not have been permitted to be used any longer. Nuns were 

reluctant to accept this transformation, but they had to do away with these chantbooks. To 

hide them under the floorboard in the choir would have been a better option either for 

protecting the chantbooks or for the nuns’ spirits. W34b might have been one of the items 

which were purposely hidden by nuns during the Lutheran Reformation. 

The shortened melisma at Alleluia in the first chant of W34b indicates the transformation 

of chant style. Why did it change like that? In 1469 monastic reform from the Windesheim 

Congregation was carried out in the Kloster Wienhausen.124 The requirement was to go back 

to the traditional observance, and to fulfill a more strict monastic life. In terms of the chant 

                                                        
123 Huglo 1999, p. 49. 
 
124 Maier 2001, p. 9; McNamara 1996, p. 407-409; Monasticon, 
<http://monasticmatrix.org/monasticon/index.php?function=detail&id=1391> (accessed January 15, 2009). 
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the melisma needed to be gotten rid of.125 The original long melisma could have been 

corrected under the influence of the Windesheim reform. If this correction was done after 

1469, W34b might have been written under the impact of Windesheim, but certainly before 

the Lutheran Reformation, that is, between 1469 and 1531. 

To sum up, the liturgical chant tradition of the Kloster Wienhausen was integrated into the 

medieval Cistercian tradition in general, or, more narrowly, into the culture of Cistercian 

nunneries in Northern Germany. A possible relationship to the “Bursfelde Reform” in the 

course of the fifteenth-century Northern German “Klosterreform” will also need to be 

investigated further. 

The comparison and analysis of the chants between the W34b and the Medingen sources 

allows us to find some similarities and differences between the two chant traditions. In the 

Lüneburger Frauenklöster, the Kloster Wienhausen and the Kloster Medingen followed the 

same basic Cistercian custom. It is possible that they placed similar chant traditions about 

liturgies alongside similar religious requirements. The Medingen sources, M18 and M4, have 

better liturgical rubrics and indications in the context than the Wienhausen sources, W34b and 

W37. Further physical and textual inspections of the Medingen sources may bring to light 

some specific evidence of liturgical chant traditions used in the Cistercian nunneries of the 

Lüneburger Frauenklöster, and could help to shed new light on the chant tradition in W34b. 

Otherwise, the differences occurring in the melody of the chants between W34b and the 

Medingen sources may represent individual and dialectical chant traditions. For instance, in 

the chant Cum rex glorie, the transformation of the Alleluia section is different. In W34b, the 

shortened melody is used; in the Medingen sources, the additional text is used. If these 

transformations were done for the same religious requirement, the chant dialects can be 

                                                        
125 Johann Busch (1399-1480), one of the Windesheim monastic reformers, “was a fierce critic of the musical 
embellishments practiced by nuns; he often described his efforts to teach nuns who ‘had forgotten’ how to chant 
the offices and instead sang loud and elaborate forms he considered immodest and ill-becoming.” See 
McNamara 1996, p. 404-405. 
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recognized; or perhaps the different requirements resulted in different transformations on the 

chants. 

The study on W34b in this thesis contributes a little to the liturgical chant traditions in the 

female monastic communities in the late Middle Ages. But many questions still remain 

relating both to musicological research and other relevant disciplines such as the study of 

female spirituality from the gender perspective, as this may provide more insight into the 

contemporary musical framework that was specific to late medieval nunneries. The role of 

women in late medieval music and religion needs to be recognized in the agenda of 

musicological research. 
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Appendix: Concordances in the sources 
 
Source Fol. Occasion Date Provenance Notation 
Cum rex glorie 
*M74 82 Easter 15th and 16th 

century 
Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

*M379 44v, 
80v 

Easter c. 1480 Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

*M528 41r Easter end of 15th 
century 

Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

*M120 90v Easter 15th and 16th 
century 

Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

M18 47v Easter 16th century Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

M4 112v, 
114r 

Easter c. after 1494 Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

W37 13r -- 15th century Wienhausen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

*L239 43v Holy Saturday? early 10th 
century 

Laon, 
France 

Lorraine notation 

*L19768  -- c. 968-72 Mainz, 
Germany 

St. Gallen 
notation 

*E121 393
126 

Easter late 10th century Einsiedeln, 
Switzerland 

St. Gallen 
notation 

*P776 68v Easter c. 972-1079 Gaillac, 
France 

Aquitanian 
notation 

*P903 74v Easter 11th century Saint-Yrieix, 
France 

Aquitanian 
notation 

W160 225 Octave of Easter c. 1230 Worcester, 
England 

Square notation 

U7 xjv Easter Sunday 14th century Aquileia, 
Italy 

Square notation 

A59 97r Easter Sunday 14th century Augustine 
convent, 
Netherlands 

Gothic notation 

K3449 24v Easter Sunday c. 1580 Augsburg, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

T114 30v Easter Sunday 18th century St. Irmina 
Italy 

Square notation 

Salve festa dies 
*M84 113r Easter Sunday c. 1480 Medingen, 

Germany 
Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

*M29 49v, 
63r, 
128r 

Easter 1478 Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

*M379 65v, 
154r 

Easter c. 1480 Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

*M120 57r, 
84v 

Easter 15th and 16th 
century 

Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

M18 56r Easter 16th century Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

M4 90r, 
116r, 
152v 

Easter c. after 1494 Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

                                                        
126 This is the folio number of facsimile in PMa iv, 1894. 
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W37 14v -- 15th century Wienhausen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

PMb 62 Easter Sunday c. 990-1000 St. Gall, 
Switzerland 

St. Gallen 
notation 

W160 223 Easter Sunday c. 1230 Worcester, 
England 

Square notation 

L12194 116 
134 
173 

Easter 
Ascention 
Dedication 

13th century Sarum Gradual 
England 

Square notation 

K31 38v Easter 14th century St. Zeno, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

AR 168 Easter -- -- -- 
Crucifixum in carne 
*M379 83v Easter c. 1480 Medingen, 

Germany 
Gothic notation 
without stafflines 

M18 56r Easter 16th century Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

M4 119v Easter c. after 1494 Medingen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

W37 16v -- 15th century Wienhausen, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

P65 332r In week after 
Easter Sunday 

12th century  Piacenza 
Cathedral, 
Italy 

central-Italian 
notation 

C79 104v Easter Sunday 12th century St. Peter, 
Italy 

central-Italian 
notation 

W160 222 Easter Sunday c. 1230 Worcester, 
England 

Square notation 

C9 243 Easter Monday 13th century St. Giles Abbey, 
England 
 

Square notation 

P15181 229r Easter Sunday early 14th 
century 

Notre Dame 
Cathedral, 
France 

Square notation 

W20541 100v Easter Monday mid-14th century Wales Quadratic staff 
notation 

K3449 23r Easter Sunday c. 1580 Augsburg, 
Germany 

Gothic notation 

Gaudeamus in domino 
W37 21v --  15th century Wienhausen, 

Germany 
Gothic notation 

* non-staff notation 
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